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The 2006 NASA Seal/Secondary Air System workshop covered the following topics: (i) 
Overview of NASA’s new Exploration Initiative program aimed at exploring the Moon, Mars, 
and beyond; (ii) Overview of NASA’s new fundamental aeronautics technology project; (iii) 
Overview of NASA Glenn Research Center’s seal project aimed at developing advanced seals for 
NASA’s turbomachinery, space, and reentry vehicle needs; (iv) Reviews of NASA prime 
contractor, vendor, and university advanced sealing concepts including tip clearance control, test 
results, experimental facilities, and numerical predictions; and (v) Reviews of material 
development programs relevant to advanced seals development. 
NASA’s fundamental aeronautics project is developing advanced technologies for subsonic 
rotary and fixed-wing aircraft and supersonic and hypersonic aircraft. Turbine engine studies 
have shown that reducing high-pressure turbine (HPT) blade tip clearances will reduce fuel burn, 
lower emissions, retain exhaust gas temperature margin, and increase range for subsonic aircraft. 
General Electric presented an approach for a fast-acting thermal active clearance control system. 
NASA Glenn researchers presented efforts underway to develop new Active Clearance Control 
(ACC) kinematic systems, actuators, control methods, and sensors. Test results were shown for a 
new NASA Glenn active clearance control test rig used to evaluate a fast-acting ACC concept 
incorporating seals and control methods. Vibro-meter presented an overview of their microwave 
blade tip sensor development efforts. Microwave tip sensors show promise of operation in the 
extreme gas temperatures (>2000 °F) present in the HPT location.  
The workshop also covered several programs NASA is funding to develop technologies for 
the Exploration Initiative and advanced reusable space vehicle technologies. NASA plans on 
developing a Low Impact Docking System (LIDS) that would become the Agency’s standard for 
docking and berthing for the Exploration Initiative. Seal technical challenges (including space 
environments, temperature variation, and seal-on-seal operation) as well as plans to develop the 
necessary “androgynous” seal technologies were reviewed. Future reentry and other hypersonic 
vehicles pose a variety of challenges including high temperature, resiliency at operating 
temperature to accommodate gap changes during operation, and durability to meet mission 
requirements. Researchers also reviewed seal technologies employed by the Apollo command 
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Overview of
NASA Glenn Seal Project
Dr. Bruce M. Steinetz
Seal Team of Mechanical Components Branch
Materials and Structures Division
NASA Glenn Research Center
NASA Glenn hosted the Seals/Secondary Air System Workshop on November 14-
15, 2006. At this workshop NASA and our industry and university partners shared 
their respective seal technology developments. We use these workshops as a 
technical forum to exchange recent advancements and “lessons-learned” in 
advancing seal technology and solving problems of common interest. As in the past 
we are publishing the presentations from this workshop in two volumes. Volume I 
will be publicly available and individual papers will be made available on-line 
through the web page address listed at the end of this presentation. Volume II will 
be restricted as Sensitive But Unclassified (SBU) under International Traffic and 
Arms Regulations (ITAR).
NASA Glenn Research Center
Seal Team
Workshop Agenda
Tuesday, Nov. 14, Morning
Registration 8:00 a.m.–8:30 a.m.
Introductions 8:30-8:50 
Introduction Dr. Bruce Steinetz, R. Hendricks/NASA GRC
Welcome Dr. Tony Strazisar, Chief Scientist/NASA GRC
Program Overviews and Requirements 8:50-10:40
Vision for Space Exploration Mr. Bryan Smith, H. Cikanek/NASA GRC
Overview of the NASA Aeronautics Program Ms. Anita Liang/NASA GRC
Overview of NASA Glenn Seal Project Dr. Bruce Steinetz/NASA GRC
Perspective on Alternative Energy Sources Mr. Robert Hendricks/NASA GRC
Break 10:40 -10:55
Turbine Seal Development Session I 10:55-12:00
Benefits of Improved HP Turbine Active Clearance Control Mr. Ken Seitzer, W. Sak, R. Ruiz, 
B. Albers/GE Aviation
High Temperature Investigations into an Mr. Shawn Taylor/Univ of Toledo, 
Active Turbine Blade Tip Clearance Control Concept B. Steinetz/NASA GRC
J. Oswald/J&J Technical Solutions
Microwave Blade Tip Sensor Development: An Update Mr. Jon Geisheimer/Radatech Inc.
Lunch: OAI Sun Room 12:15-1:15 
The first day of presentations included overviews of current NASA programs.  Mr. Smith 
reviewed the goals and objectives of NASA’s new Exploration Initiative targeting both 
robotic and manned missions to the Moon, Mars and beyond.  Ms. Anita Liang reviewed 
project plans and objectives of the Fundamental Aeronautics Project aimed at developing 
technologies for rotorcraft, sub-sonic fixed wing, supersonic and hypersonic systems.   
Dr. Steinetz presented an overview of NASA seal developments for both NASA’s 
aeronautic and space projects.   Mr. Hendricks presented a call-to-action for the community 
to address the sobering fact that the world is consuming greater oil resources than it is 
discovering.  Though improved sealing technology can play a role in reducing fuel burn by 
improving engine efficiency, there is a need to start addressing alternate energy sources to 
help ward-off a future energy crisis.
Turbine engine studies have shown that reducing high pressure turbine (HPT) blade tip 
clearances will reduce fuel burn, lower emissions, retain exhaust gas temperature margin 
and increase range. Mr. Seitzer presented an overview of GE’s current work in developing 
improved turbine active clearance control concepts.   Mr. Taylor presented an overview of 
the new Active Clearance Control Test rig aimed at demonstrating advanced ACC kinematic 
systems, actuators, control methods, and sensors. Mr. Taylor presented recent leakage and 
clearance control data collected using the test rig at temperatures up to ~1200°F. Mr. 
Geisheimer of Radatech presented an overview of their microwave blade tip sensor 
development efforts.  Microwave tip sensors show promise of operation in the extreme gas 
temperatures present in the HPT location. 
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Seal Team
Workshop Agenda
Tuesday, Nov. 14, Afternoon
Turbine Seal Development Session II 1:15-2:55 
Application of Non-metallic Fiber Brush Seals Dr. Eric Ruggiero and Mr. Mark Lusted/GE Global Research Center 
to Barrier Sealing Applications (Withdrawn)
Comparison of Labyrinth, Annular, Brush, and Finger Seal Mr. Irebert Delgado/U.S. Army Res. Lab, M. Proctor/NASA GRC
Power Loss and Leakage Characteristics
Large Diameter Non-Contacting Face Seal Development Dr. Xiaoqing Zheng, G. Berard /Eaton-Centurion Mechanical Seals
Brush Seal Design Option Evaluation Results Mr. Chuck Trabert, X. Zheng, J. Duquette
Eaton-Centurion Mechanical Seals
Forming a Turbomachinery Seals Working Group Ms. Margaret Proctor/NASA GRC                                   
An Overview and Discussion
Break 2:55-3:10
Turbine Seal Development Session III 3:10-5:00
Experimental Implementation & Results of Four Types of Mr. Ian Smith/Analex Corp. and Dr. Minel J. Braun/Univ of Akron
Non-Contacting Finger Seals.
Force Balance Determination of a Film Riding Seal Mr. John Justak/Advanced Technologies Group, Inc
Using CFD 
Robustness of Modeling of Out of Service Dr. Itzhak Green/Georgia Institute of Technology
Gas Mechanical Face Seal 
A Rapid Survey of the Compatibility of Selected Seal Mr. John Graham, R. Striebich, Univ. of Dayton Research Inst.,
Materials with Conventional and D. Minus, W. Harrison/Propulsion Directorate AFRL        
Semi-Synthetic Jet Fuel
Adjourn
Group Dinner: 100th Bomb Group 6:00-?
Mr. Delgado provided an update on comparisons he and Ms. Proctor are making for 
labyrinth, annular, brush, and finger seal power loss and leakage characteristics. 
Representatives from Eaton presented leakage data of brush seals and early 
performance assessments of large diameter non-contacting face seal under 
development. Ms. Proctor presented a status update on an a turbomachinery 
working group formation.  She is evaluating whether such a working group would 
be beneficial to the community. 
Dr. Braun and Ian Smith presented investigations into a non-contacting finger seal 
under development by NASA GRC and University of Akron.  Mr Justak presented 
CFD work being used to understand the force balance in a film-riding H-seal 
assessing fluid dynamic effects on gap sizes.  Dr. Green presented modeling work of 
seals that have seen actual service conditions where worn face conditions exist.  Mr. 
Graham presented results assessing compatibility of seal materials currently in 
operation within the Air Force with semi-synthetic jet fuels blended from JP-8 and 
Fisher-Tropsch fuels, with an aim to reduce dependence on foreign oil supplies.  
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NASA Glenn Research Center
Seal Team
Workshop Agenda
Wednesday, Nov. 15 Morning
Registration at OAI 8:00-8:30
Space Systems Development 8:30-10:00 
Future Space Vehicle Docking/Berthing Mechanism and Mr. Brandon Burns,  Mr. J. Lewis, /NASA Johnson Space Center
Seal Needs: An Update
CEV Project Overview and Seals Challenges Mr. Matt Parke, Mr. Warren “Hunts” Kretsch/Lockheed-Martin
Falcon Vehicle Program Objectives and Seal Mr. Brian Zuchowski, V. Bodepudi/Lockheed-Martin
Challenges: An Update
Development, Evaluation, and Qualification of Low- Mr. Neal Carter/ATK Thiokol
Temperature Seal Materials for RSRM Use
Break 10:00-10:15
Structural Seal Development Session I 10:15-12:30 
Overview of LIDS Docking and Berthing System Seals Dr. Christopher Daniels/Univ. of Akron, P. Dunlap, H. DeGroh, 
B. Steinetz/NASA GRC, J. Oswald/J&J Technical 
Solutions, I. Smith/Analex Corp.
Space Environments Effects on Candidate LIDS Mr. Henry deGroh,/NASA GRC, C. Daniels/Univ. of Akron,
Seal Materials P. Dunlap, J. Dever, S. Miller/NASA GRC,  
D. Waters/ASRC Aerospace Corp, B. Steinetz/NASA GRC
FEA Modeling of Elastomeric Seals for LIDS Mr. Jay Oswald/J&J Tech. Solutions, C. Daniels/Univ. of Akron
Overview of CEV Heatshield Interface Seals Development Mr. Pat Dunlap, B. Steinetz, J. Finkbeiner/NASA GRC, 
J. DeMange, S. Taylor/Univ. of Toledo 
Apollo Seals: Basis for CEV Seal Development Mr. Josh Finkbeiner, Patrick Dunlap, et al/NASA GRC
Lunch OAI Sun Room 12:30-1:30
NASA is developing a standardized system for docking and berthing for future 
exploration system vehicles, including as the Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV). Mr. 
Brandon Burns presented the goals and objectives of this Low Impact Docking 
Systems (LIDS) project, headed by NASA JSC. Dr. Daniels presented an overview 
of the extensive seal and seal test fixture development underway at NASA Glenn to 
support the LIDS development project.  Mr. DeGroh presented GRC’s efforts to 
characterize the effects of space environments (atomic oxygen, ultraviolet and 
particle radiation) on LIDS seal performance (compression set, leakage, and 
adhesion).  Mr. Oswald presented GRC’s approach of performing structural 
analyses of elastomer seal loads in a seal-on-seal configuration. He also presented 
experimentally measured data supporting the hyperelastic constitutive models used 
to perform the finite element modeling. 
DARPA and the Air Force (with support from NASA) are developing a hypersonic 
payload delivery system that can reach Mach 10 conditions.  Mr. Zuchowski 
presented an overview of project goals and identified extensive vehicle seal 
challenges. Mr. Neal Carter presented work ATK Thiokol is doing with the seal 
vendors to reduce the operating temperature capability of Viton O-ring seals to help 
with cold launch conditions for the Space Shuttle. 
Mr. Dunlap presented an overview of the structural seal development activities 
underway for the Crew Exploration Vehicle heat shield.  GRC has been tasked to 
develop a seal for the heat-shield to command module interface, evaluate its 
performance under simulated conditions and make a recommendation to the prime 
contractor, Lockheed-Martin.  Mr. Finkbeiner presented an summary of the seal 
technologies used for the Apollo capsule that serve as good reference points for the 
CEV seal designs.
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Seal Team
Workshop Agenda
Wednesday, Nov. 15, Afternoon
Structural Seal Development Session II 1:30-3:00
An Update on High Temperature Structural Seal Mr. Jeff DeMange/Univ. of Toledo, P. Dunlap, B. Steinetz,
Development at NASA GRC F. Ritzert/NASA GRC,
Development and Evaluation of High Temperature Gaskets Dr. Jay Singh/OAI, T. Shpargel/ASRC Aerospace/NASA GRC
for Hypersonic and Reentry Applications
High Temperature Metallic Seal Development: An Update Dr. Amit Datta/Advanced Components and Materials
G. More/Parker Co.
Survey of Dust Issues for Lunar Seals Ms. Margaret Proctor, P. Dempsey/NASA GRC
and the RESOLVE Project 
Tour of NASA Seal Test Facilities 3:15-4:15
Must have NASA/Seal Workshop badge for tour
Adjourn
Mr. DeMange presented high temperature structural seal development efforts 
underway at GRC for future hypersonic and re-entry vehicles.  Dr. Singh reviewed 
materials developments for high temperature 1800+F gasket materials. Mr. More 
and Dr. Datta presented recent progress in developing higher temperature metal 
seals that incorporate single-crystal blade alloy finger preloaders capable of 
1600+°F operation. Ms. Proctor reviewed the key issues seal designers face for 
lunar seals that must operate in a dusty environment – including a reaction chamber 
seal for the RESOLVE project.
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Outline
• Seal Team Organization and Members
• Turbine Seals
– Challenges
– Ongoing GRC Projects
» Shaft Seals
» Clearance Management
• Space Exploration Seals
– Ongoing GRC Projects
» Docking and Berthing Seals
» CEV Heat Shield Interface Seals (see Volume 2)
» Surface Operation Seals
• Hypersonic Vehicle Seals
– Development Goals
– Challenges
The presentation is divided into these major discussion areas.
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Seal Team
NASA Glenn Seal Team: Turbomachinery Seals
Turbomachinery Seals
Clearance Management
 Develop novel approaches for blade-tip 
clearance control
Co-P.I.s: Shawn Taylor, Bruce Steinetz
– Jim Smialek, Analex 
Shaft Seals 




– Irebert Delgado, Dave Fleming, Joe Flowers
Seal Team Leader: Bruce Steinetz (RX)
Mechanical Components Branch/RXM
Analex Engineering Design Staff:
M. Robbie, G. Drlik, A. Erker, 
J. Assion, M. Hoychick, T. Mintz
Technician Support:
R. Tashjian, C. Horn, G. Schade, E. Patino, 
P. Adams
November 11, 2006
The Turbomachinery Seal Team is divided into two primary areas. The 
principal investigators and supporting researchers for each of the areas are 
shown in the Table.  
As NASA pursues research in Fundamental Aeronautics, advanced seal 
development is important.  Two key areas that NASA Glenn is contributing to 
include the following:   
+ Non-contacting shaft seals are being developed to reduce leakage enabling 
lower specific fuel consumption and emissions and increase engine service 
lives.
+  Novel approaches for clearance management are being pursued to reduce 
specific fuel consumption and emissions and increase engine service lives. 
Both active clearance control system and passive “smart” material approaches 
are being pursued. 
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NASA Glenn Seal Team: Structural Seals
Structural Seals
Lunar Surface Operation Seals
 Develop dust-resistant, low-leakage, long-
life seal technology for dusty 
environments.
Co-P.I.s: Margaret Proctor, 
Paula Dempsey
Hypersonic Vehicle Seals
 Develop heat-resistant thermal barriers/ 
seals for future hypersonic vehicles & 
propulsion systems.
Co-P.I.s: Pat Dunlap, Jeff DeMange
– Josh Finkbeiner, Frank Ritzert, Shawn 
Taylor, Analex, Other
Re-Entry Vehicle Seals 
 Develop heat-resistant thermal barriers/ 
seals for future re-entry vehicles
Co-P.I.s: Pat Dunlap, Jeff DeMange
– Shawn Taylor, Josh Finkbeiner, Analex, 
Other
Docking & Berthing Seals 
 Develop space-rated, low-leakage, long-
life docking system seals
Co-P.I.s: Pat Dunlap, Chris Daniels
– Henry DeGroh, Mike Tong, Jay Oswald, 
Janice Wasowski, Ian Smith, Analex, Other
Analex Engineering Design Staff:
M. Robbie, G. Drlik, A. Erker, 
J. Assion, M. Hoychick, T. Mintz
Technician 
Support:
R. Tashjian, G. Schade, 
E. Patino, C. Horn




B. Banks, S. Miller, J. 
Dever, D. Waters, 
J. Singh, T. Shpargel
The Structural Seal Team is divided into four primary areas.  The principal investigators and 
supporting researchers for each of the areas are shown in the slide.  
As NASA pursues the Vision for Space Exploration, advanced seal development is critical. 
Four key areas that NASA Glenn is contributing to include the following:   
+ Docking and berthing seals are being developed to ensure that vehicles can dock and 
prevent leakage of limited astronaut cabin pressure air. 
+ Re-entry vehicle heat shield and penetration thermal barriers/seals are being pursued to 
ensure hot plasma re-entry gases due not compromise the function of the thermal protection 
system.
+ Technology for dust resistant, surface operation seals is being investigated for space suits, 
airlocks, quick disconnects, robotic experimental payloads and the like.  Dust resistant seals 
exhibiting low-leakage, and long life are essential to ensure long-term mission success.
+ Hypersonic vehicle and propulsion system thermal barriers/seals are being developed to 
enable future single-stage and two-stage access-to-space options.
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Turbine Engines: 
Seal Challenges and Projects Supported
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Turbine Shaft Seals: Challenges and Goals
• Challenges:
– Minimize leakage to enable: reduced fuel consumption and emissions
– High temperatures: up to 1500°F
– High speeds up to 1500 fps
– Moderate pressure 250 psi 
– Operate with little or no wear for long life 3-10,000 hrs
– Minimize heat generation
• GRC non-contacting seal project goal:
– Develop non-contacting seal designs and design methods to enable low-
leakage and virtually zero wear:
» Demonstrate hydrodynamic and/or hydrostatic lift geometries.
» Demonstrate under engine simulated operating conditions 
» Transfer technology to private sector
Designers of future turbine engine seals face ever increasing challenges (Steinetz 
and Hendricks, 1998) including high temperature, high speed operation, the need to 
operate for long lives with little or no wear while minimizing heat generation. One 
of NASA GRC’s turbine engine seal goals is to develop non-contacting seal designs 
that incorporate hydrostatic and/or hydrodynamic lift geometries.  Seals under 
development will be fabricated and tested in NASA GRC’s high temperature, high 
speed seal rig to assess their performance under engine simulated conditions. 
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NASA GRC Non-Contacting Finger Seal Design
Basic Features
• Downstream: Lift pads on 
downstream fingers allows tracking 
of rotor motion
• Upstream: Fingers block flow 
between downstream fingers and 
move with downstream fingers. 
Clearance between fingers and 
rotor prevent wear. 
Additional Features
 Herringbone pattern on rotor 
enables pressure build-up 
underneath seal pads for additional 
lift-off during disk rotation – if 
required.
 EDM processing technique shows 
feasibility of applying herringbone 
lift-geometry on test rotor.
Performance
 Small pad-to-shaft clearances 
promotes low leakage.
 Non-contacting operation promotes 
long-life
SEAL DAM





US Patent No.: 6,811,154
Conventional finger seals like brush seals attain low leakage by operating in running 
contact with the rotor (Proctor, et al, 2002).   The drawbacks of contacting seals 
include wear over time, heat generation, and power loss.
NASA Glenn has developed several concepts for a non-contacting finger seal.  In 
one of these concepts the rear (low-pressure, downstream) fingers have lift pads (see 
see lower right figure) and the upstream (high pressure side) fingers are pad-less, 
and are designed to block the flow through the slots of the downstream fingers.  The 
pressure-balance on the downstream-finger lift-pads cause them to lift.  The front 
fingers are designed to ride slightly above the rotor preventing wear.  Pressure acts 
to hold the upstream fingers against the downstream fingers.  It is anticipated that 
the upstream/downstream fingers will move radially as a system in response to shaft 
transients.  Though a small pin-hole leakage path exists between the inner diameter 
of the upstream fingers, the rotor, and the downstream fingers, this small pin-hole 
doesn’t cause a large flow penalty especially considering the anticipated non-
contacting benefits of the overall approach.
A non-contacting finger seal based on the GRC patent (US Patent No.: 6,811,154 ) 
has been fabricated (see upper right figure) and will be tested in GRC’s turbine seal 
test rig.  The seal will be tested against a rotor that has a herringbone lift geometry 
that is fashioned onto the rotor surface using a Electro Discharge Machining 
process. 
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Non-Contacting Finger Seal Investigations: 
University of Akron 


















Dr. J. Braun and his team at the University of Akron is performing analyses and 
tests of this GRC concept through a cooperative agreement (Braun et al, 2003).  
University researchers developed an equivalent spring-mass-damper system to 
assess lift characteristics under dynamic excitation.  Fluid stiffness and damping 
properties were obtained utilizing CFD-ACE+ (3-D Navier-Stokes code) and a 
perturbation approach.  These stiffness and damping properties were input into the 
dynamic model expediting the solution for design purposes. Dr. Braun an expert in 
advanced visualization techniques has investigated the finger seal lift-off using 
unique lighting and measurement techniques during seal operation at ambient 
temperature using the Univ of Akron’s test rig.  These measurements are providing 
useful insights into seal operation for design evolution.
More details can be found in  Braun et al, 2006 in this Seal Workshop Proceedings.  
After feasibility tests are complete at the University, seals will be tested under high 
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Turbine Clearance Management Goal
Develop and demonstrate clearance management technologies to 






HPT blade tip seal
Combustor
System studies have shown the benefits of reducing blade tip clearances in modern 
turbine engines.  Minimizing blade tip clearances throughout the engine will 
contribute materially to meeting NASA’s engine efficiency goals.  Large SFC and 
emissions improvements are achievable by improving blade tip clearances in the 
high pressure turbine.
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Clearances between the shroud and blade 
tips vary over the operation and life of an 
engine.  Wear and thermal erosion 
increases blade tip clearance. 
Benefits of Clearance Control:
• Increased engine efficiency & reduced SFC 
(0.8-1% SFC)
• Reduced NOx & CO emissions
• Delayed rise in exhaust gas temperature 
(EGT)
ACC System Challenges:
Temperature:       Gas path - >2500°F
Cooling air - >1200°F
Case - 600°F (w/ soak back)
Load/Response:   Actuators must react ~2000 lbf 
move ~0.05” in 10 sec
Accuracy:             Current Systems - 0.015-0.020-in
Goal – <0.005-in
Size/Weight:         Small, lightweight ACC systems required
Goal ≤ current thermal systems (<100 lbs).
Blade tip clearance directly influences gas turbine performance, efficiency, and life 
(Lattime and Steinetz, 2002). Reducing air leakage over the blade tips increases 
turbine efficiency and permits the engine to meet performance and thrust goals with 
less fuel burn and lower rotor inlet temperatures. Running the turbine at lower 
temperatures increases the cycle life of hot section components, which in turn, 
increases engine service life by increasing the time between overhauls.
Lattime and Steinetz [2003], GE [2004], and Wiseman and Guo [2001] provide 
overviews of the many benefits of advanced active clearance control systems. Some 
of the more noteworthy benefits of implementing fast mechanical ACC systems in 
the HPT of a modern high bypass engine are provided herein for completeness. In 
terms of fuel savings, a tip clearance reduction of 0.010-in. results in ~0.8 to 1 
percent decrease in specific fuel consumption. By reducing fuel burn significant 
reductions in NOx, CO, and CO2 emissions are also possible. Reducing tip 
clearances by 0.010-in. decreases exhaust gas temperature (EGT) ~10 °C. 
Deterioration of EGT margin is the primary reason for aircraft engine removal from 
service. Running the engine at lower operating temperatures can result in increased 
life of hot section components and extend engine time-on-wing (up to 1000 cycles). 
Additional benefits include increased payload and mission range capabilities.
There are a number of technical challenges that need to be addressed to fielding an 
effective active clearance control system, as shown in the chart. Two primary 
challenges include the high temperature environment and the need for accurate 
control.
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Active Clearance Control Concept & Evaluation Test Rig
Purpose:
• Evaluate ACC kinematic system + actuator response and accuracy under 
engine simulated thermal (to 1200°F) and pressure (to 120 psi) conditions.
• Evaluate clearance sensor response and accuracy
– Capacitance & Microwave 
• Measure ACC system seal performance (leakage and wear) and identify 
mitigatio  str tegies. 
NASA GRC is developing a unique Active Clearance Control (ACC) concept and 
evaluation test rig. The primary purpose of the test rig is to evaluate ACC kinematic 
systems, actuator concept response and accuracy under appropriate thermal (to 
1200+F) and pressure (up to 120 psig) conditions.  Other factors that will be 
investigated include: 
•Actuator stroke, rate, accuracy, and repeatability
•System concentricity and synchronicity
•Component wear
•Secondary seal leakage
•Clearance sensor response and accuracy
The results of this testing will be used to further develop/refine the current system 
design as well as other advanced actuator concepts.  More details regarding this test 
rig can be found in Taylor, et al 2006 (in this Seal Workshop Proceedings), Taylor 
et al, 2006, Steinetz et al, 2005, and Lattime et al, 2003.
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Simulated Take-off Engine Clearance Transient
• Hydraulic actuators tracked the set point well at 1180F and full ΔP.



































Test Conditions: 1180°F, 120 psig
The installation of the new servo-hydraulic actuation package onto the ACC test rig 
enabled the system to easily track a simulated engine clearance profile at the full 
design pressure differential of 120 psig while at 1180°F.  The maximum error 
observed between the commanded setpoint clearance and the measured control 
clearance was only 0.0012 in. noted at the start of the profile’s 0.010 in./s clearance 
transient. Error was calculated by subtracting the commanded setpoint clearance 
from the measured control clearance. This evaluation shows that the ACC concept 
is capable of tracking an engine clearance transient profile under engine-like 
temperature and pressure conditions, while maintaining an acceptable level of error.  
If a commercial controller was implemented in place of the PC based controller 
used in this laboratory study, the communication lag that exists between the PC and 
the NI motion controllers would be eliminated.  This would likely reduce observed 
clearance error to less than 0.001 in. 
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Seals Challenges and Project Supported
CEV Docking and Berthing System
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Low Impact Docking System (LIDS)
What is the Low Impact Docking 
System (LIDS)?
System under development by JSC to:
• Provide gender-neutral (androgynous) interface 
permitting docking/berthing between any two 
space vehicles
• Reduce impact loads between two mating 
space craft. 
• Become new Agency standard for 
docking/berthing systems.
• Supports autonomous rendezvous and mating 
between space vehicles and structures 
including:
– Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV)
– International Space Station (ISS)
– Other future exploration vehicles
• Definitions:
– Docking - vehicle “mates” under its own power





In preparation for the Exploration Initiative, NASA has identified the need for a 
standard docking and berthing system to allow easy docking between space faring 
vehicles and platforms orbiting either Earth (e.g. the Space Station) the Moon or 
Mars. NASA Johnson is developing a Low Impact Docking System (LIDS) that has 
several important features:
+  The system will be androgynous or gender-neutral permitting docking and 
berthing between any two space vehicles, giving NASA and the astronauts 
maximum mission planning flexibility.
+ Using a soft capture system, minimal loads will be imparted between systems 
minimizing potential for damage.
For additional information regarding the LIDS project and system, see Brandon 
Burns’ presentation in this 2006 Workshop Proceedings.
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Advanced Docking and Berthing System: 
Seal Challenges
• Seal on seal interface for androgynous 
system
• Extremely high reliability: Man rating
• Size: Large diameters > 54”, Small 
Width <1.5”
• Extremely low leakage rates: 0.01 
lb/day 
• Temperature: -50°C to +50°C and 
thermal gradients
• Exhibit low forces: Sealing & Adhesion





A unique seal challenge posed by the androgynous LIDS system is the need for a 
seal-on-seal interface as shown in the upper inset figure.  This seal prevents leakage 
of cabin pressure while the two vehicles are mated together.
Challenges posed by this new system include:
Extremely high reliability: for man rating
Relative large diameter > 54”
Extremely low leakage rates: <0.01 lb/day
Temperature: -50°C to +50°C and thermal gradients
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Advanced Docking and Berthing System: 
Seal Challenges (Cont’d)
• Long term exposure to space 
environments: Atomic Oxygen (AO); 
Ultraviolet (UV) radiation, Ionizing 




– Loss in strength
– Reduced deformability









Additional seal challenges posed by this new system include:
Long term exposure to space environments: Atomic Oxygen (AO); Ultraviolet (UV) 
radiation, Seal surface damage due to micro-meteors and orbital debris (MMOD).  
The lower images show the results of small 0.5 mm particles impacting silicone 
rubber and stainless steel targets at hyper-velocities (7.5 km/sec).  NASA Glenn is 
implementing test programs to evaluate the effects of each of these environments on 
seal performance.
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NASA GRC’s Support of LIDS Project
Goal: Provide JSC with a seal-on-seal 





NASA Johnson requested the GRC Seal Team to assist in assessing and developing 
candidate seal technology for the LIDS system, shown in an artist’s rendering of the 
Crew Exploration Vehicle.
The following elements are planned during the development project:
+ Perform coupon-level and small-scale environmental exposure and flow tests of 
candidate sub-scale seals
+ Down-select between competing concepts and materials based on requirements
+ Perform full-scale flow tests.  Using a new test rig under design, candidate full-
scale seals will be subjected to both nominal and off-nominal conditions (e.g. 
variable gap and offset conditions).  The seal’s ability to seal under both warm and 
cold conditions will also be assessed while tested in a seal-on-seal condition.
+ Assess loads: compression, separation
+ Support JSC through flight qualification for CEV and other applications
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Seal Concepts Under Development/Evaluation
Elastomeric Seals
• Gask-O Seal
– Able to form near-hermetic seal
– Able to perform under gapping / misalignment 
conditions 
– Currently flying as static berthing seal on Space 
Station: Common Berthing Module
– Concerns:




– Near Term Risk Reduction Unit (RRU) trial seal
– Using to check-out JSC and GRC test hardware
Metallic Seals
• Metal Face Seal:
– Immune to UV, AO, IR effects
– No known adhesion issue
– Concerns: 
» Very low leakage, 
» Large diameter, precision flat surfaces
Gasket Seal
Gasko Seal 
Metallic Face Seal 
Several competing seal concepts are being evaluated including elastomeric (both 
gasket and molded Gask-O) seals and metallic seals shown.  As shown in the chart, 
each type of seal comes with its own attributes and concerns.
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Full Scale LIDS Seal Test Rig Development
Goal: Evaluate full-scale seal leakage rates 
under anticipated thermal, vacuum, and 
engagement conditions 
Features:
• Static seal-on-seal or seal-on-plate 
configurations
• Seal diameters:
– Risk reduction unit..............................54”
– Engineering demonstration unit .........58”
– Flight unit..........................................TBD
• Simulated environmental conditions
– Thermal -50 °C to +50 °C
- Simulates: Vehicle seal in: sun or shade
– Pressure (ΔP)
- Operational: Ambient pressure to vacuum
- Pre-flight checkout: 15 psig to ambient
• Engagement conditions
– Vehicle alignment/misalignment (±0.060”)
– Gapping: Non-uniform clamping engagement 
(0.040”)
NASA Glenn has designed and is fabricating a new test fixture which will be used 
to evaluate the leakage of candidate full-scale seals under simulated thermal, 
vacuum, and engagement conditions. This includes testing under seal-on-seal or 
seal-on-plate configurations, temperatures from -50 to 50°C (-58 to 122°F), 
operational and pre-flight checkout pressure gradients, and vehicle misalignment 
(+/- 0.381 cm (0.150 in.)) and gapping (up to 0.10 cm (0.040 in.)) conditions.
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Elastomer Material Property Characterization
Goal: Acquire basic material property data at temperatures 
required for FEA modeling:
– Constitutive properties (e.g. Hyper-elastic properties)
– Other
• Three materials:
– Parker Hannifin S0383-70
– Parker Hannifin S0899-50
– Kirkhill-TA XELA-SA-401
• Stress vs. Strain for temps: -50, 23, 50 & 125°C
• Hyperelastic material tests -50, 23, 50 & 125°C
– Uniaxial strain




• Friction (elastomer on self) -50, 23, 50 & 125°C
• Material properties
– Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
– Heat Capacity
– Density
• Other properties (Mullins effect, etc.) 
• Allows for material constitutive law selection
Photograph of biaxial 
extension test
Partner Organization:
Axel, Ann Arbor, MI
Silicone compounds exhibit hyper-elastic behavior.  To aid in the finite element 
modeling of the silicone seals, Glenn contracted Axel of Ann Arbor Michigan to 
acquire basic constitutive constants at temperatures of -50, 23, 50 & 125°C.  This is 
the first known time that this property data has been acquired for the Parker 
Hannifin S0383-70, Parker Hannifin S0899-50, and Kirkhill-TA XELA-SA-
401compounds, being considered for the LIDS seals.  This property data is being 
used by the Seal Team to properly model the load displacement characteristics of 
the seals (see also Jay Oswald’s presentation in this 2006 Seal Workshop 
Proceedings)
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Elastomer O-ring Experiment Flight Experiment
• Objective
–Expose candidate elastomers to space 
environments in low Earth orbit using 
Material International Space Experiment 
(MISSE) and evaluate effects on 
performance
• Justification
–Simultaneous effects of long term exposure 
to space environments AO,UV, ionizing 
radiation, thermal cycling, and 
micrometeoroids and orbital debris 
(MMOD) are impossible to simulate in 
terrestrial laboratories.
• Approach
–Sub-scale O-ring seals manufactured from 
three candidate elastomers will be exposed 
to combined environments of:
»AO Side: AO, UV, ionizing radiation, thermal 
cycling, and MMOD under hard vacuum 
conditions of space
»Non-AO Side: UV, ionizing radiation, and 
thermal cycling under hard vacuum conditions 
of space
Experiment to fly on ISS
O-ring  Exposure Fixture





NASA Glenn has also designed and built hardware to fly on a Materials 
International Space Station Experiment (MISSE-6) scheduled to fly in February, 
2008.  In these tests both fully exposed (right hand figure) and fully compressed 
seals (left figure) will be flown on the International Space Station to characterize the 
effects of space environments on candidate seal materials. The O-rings being flown 
include seals made from Parker Hannifin S0383-70, Parker Hannifin S0899-50, and 
Kirkhill-TA XELA-SA-401compounds.  Pre- and post-flight performance 
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In-Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) + Seal Challenges
• Benefits of ISRU: In-situ production of mission 
critical consumables (propellants, life support 
consumables, and fuel cell reactants) significantly 
reduces delivered mass to surface.
• Extraction and refinement of valuable 
resources from lunar regolith requires thermal 
and chemical or electrochemical processes in 
reusable enclosed reactors.
Seal Challenges:
• Long term (years) exposure to space 
environments: Ultraviolet (UV) radiation, 
Micrometeroid damage
• Dust: abrasive and electrostatically charged
• Temperatures: Cryogenic (propellants) thru 
high temperatures for regolith processing
• Low leakage rates to maximize product yield
• Extremely high reliability
Applications
• Resource processing
• Mission consumable production 
(Life Support & Propellant)
• Surface cryogenic fluid & 
propellant storage & distribution
• Chemical reagent storage & 
distribution
• Gas storage & distribution
• Water & earth storable fluid 
storage & distribution
NASA is evaluating In-Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) technologies that would 
help allow astronauts to “live-off-the-land.” for either Lunar or Martian missions.   
These technologies would help increase mission success for a manned mission to 
Mars that would entail a 6 month transit time and a 500 day stay.   
Some of the technologies under consideration, include production of mission critical 
consumables including:
+ propellants (e.g. harvesting the Martian atmosphere carbon-monoxide to make 
methane fuel)
+ life support consumables, (e.g. harvesting Lunar ice believed to be at the poles) 
+ fuel cell reactants
Achieving these ambitious goals however requires solving several important seal 
challenges, as shown in the chart.  
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Hypersonic Vehicle: 
Goals and Seal Challenges
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NASA GRC Structural Seal Development Goals
 Develop hot (2000-
2500+°F), flexible, 
dynamic structural 
seals for ram/scramjet 
propulsion systems 
(TBCC, RBCC)
 Develop reusable re-
entry and hypersonic 
vehicle control 
surface seals to 
prevent ingestion of 
hot boundary layer 
flow




X-37;  X-38 CRV
Advanced Hypersonic 
Vehicles (e.g. FALCON)
NASA is currently funding research on advanced technologies that could greatly 
increase the reusability, safety, and performance of future hypersonic vehicles.  
Research work is being performed on both high specific-impulse ram/scramjet 
engines and advanced re-entry vehicles.
NASA GRC is developing advanced structural seals for both propulsion and vehicle 
needs by applying advanced design concepts made from emerging high temperature 
ceramic materials and testing them in advanced test rigs that are under development. 
See Dunlap 2006, et al, and DeMange 2006, et al in this Seal Workshop 
Proceedings and Dunlap 2006, 2005, 2004, and 2003, et al; and DeMange 2006 and 
2003, et al; for further details.
NASA Glenn is working to develop high temperature seal technology and test 
techniques for future hypersonic vehicles under DARPA (Defense Advanced 
Research Project Agency) sponsorship.  Vehicle thermal protection system (TPS) 
seals are required for control surfaces, leading edges and acreage TPS locations.  
Seals are required to operate under extreme temperatures of hypersonic flight 
(2000+°F), survive flight times of approximately 2 hrs, and be reusable.
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Seal Challenges and Design Requirements 
• Control surface seals:
– Limit hot gas flow and heat transfer to underlying low-temperature structures
– Withstand temperatures of 1800-2200+F:
– Stay resilient for multiple load/heating cycles
– Limit loads against sealing surfaces
– Resist scrubbing damage
• Propulsion system seals:
– Withstand temperatures of 2000-2500+ °F 
and high heat fluxes with minimal cooling 
Limit leakage of hot gases and unburned 
propellant into backside cavities
– Survive in chemically hostile environment 
(e.g., oxidation, hydrogen embrittlement)
– Seal distorted sidewalls and remain 
resilient for multiple heating cycles
– Survive hot scrubbing with acceptable 
change in flow rates
Permanent set




NASA GRC is developing high temperature seals and preloading techniques to help meet 
the challenges posed by future re-entry and hypersonic vehicle control-surfaces. These seals 
must limit hot gas ingestion and leakage through sealed gaps to prevent damage of low-
temperature structures (including actuators) downstream of the seal. Gas temperatures that 
reach the seal can be as >2200°F. The seals must be able to withstand these extreme 
temperatures and remain resilient, or “springy”, for multiple heating cycles. The upper 
image on this chart shows what happens to a baseline Shuttle thermal barrier/seal 
incorporating an knitted Inconcel X750 spring tube after exposure to 1900°F temperatures in 
a compressed state. The seals took on a permanent set. This can be a problem if the seal does 
not stay in contact with the opposing sealing surface and allows hot gases to pass over the 
seal and into regions where low-temperature materials reside. 
Oswald et al 2005, performed finite element analyses on various spring tube designs 
defining desirable knit parameters to minimize stress while still supporting the necessary 
loads.  Taylor et al 2005, identified the benefits of Rene’41 material over conventional 
Inconel X-750.  Substituting specially heat treated Rene’41 wires raised the operating 
temperature 250°F to approximately 1750°F. The Seal Team is also working on preloading 
techniques with higher temperature capability and on seal designs that will be more resistant 
to wear than the conventional seals shown. 
Ram/scramjet propulsion system seals must withstand similar punishing temperatures while 
using minimum cooling.  The seals must limit leakage of hot gases and unburned propellant 
into backside cavities.  They must exhibit good resiliency and flexibility to maintain sealing 
contact with adjacent walls all while resisting the extreme heat fluxes shown in this NASA 
GRC hydrogen rocket test chamber.
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Shuttle Main Landing Gear Door Seal: 
Long Term Compression Tests
• Research Question:
– How well do environmental seals perform (e.g. recover) after a long term 
compression?  
• Objective:
– Measure seal spring-back (e.g. recovery) after hold periods to aid NASA JSC 
and KSC engineers with seal operations and maintenance planning.
• NASA Johnson Space Center requested testing of MLG environmental
seals at GRC
– Compress seals for 1 hr, 1 day, 1 and 3 month durations at various levels of 
compression level
– Assess seal recovery via non-contacting laser recovery test fixture
Seal cross-sectionSeal
In preparing Shuttle Discovery for the Return-to-Flight mission, engineers at NASA 
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) uncovered a 
problem in which the environmental seals around the perimeter of the main landing 
gear doors were preventing the doors from closing completely. This condition is 
unacceptable for flight because the outer mold line must be smooth during a 
mission. Raised areas and steps in that surface (such as can be caused by a door that 
is not fully closed) disrupt the flow of hot reentry gases over the surface and can 
lead to excessive heating in localized areas.
When this problem was identified, engineers at NASA JSC asked the Seals Team at 
GRC to help them solve this problem by performing room temperature compression 
and flow tests on the seals to characterize their performance and determine an 
optimal compression on the seals to minimize leakage without putting excessive 
loads on the doors. Additional details of these tests can be found in Finkbeiner, 
2005 et al.
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Shuttle Main Landing Gear Door Seal: 








Unload Test Sequence: Full Data Unload Test Data: 0 - 5 hr 
MLG Door Environmental Seal
Long term hold reduces the amount of recovery 
JSC asked GRC to evaluate the time for the seal bulb to recover from long term 
compression hold times of 1 day, 30 days, and 90 days, simulating periods of time 
the seals may be compressed prior to and during flight.  
Example observations of seal recovery after 30 day hold include the following (Data 
recorded for 48 hrs. after compression shim removed)
Seal recovered more gradually
~86% recovery within first 0.25 sec
~90% recovery within 5 min
~94% recovery after 48 hrs
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• Fundamental Aeronautics Project aimed at developing foundational
technologies that will enable a range of future aeronautic missions:
• Long life, low leakage seals essential for meeting efficiency, performance and 
emission goals. 
• NASA Glenn
Partnering with key government and contractor organizations to
• Develop advanced seal technology 
• Provide technical consultation and test capabilities
Summary
NASA Glenn is currently performing seal research supporting both advanced 
turbine engine development and advanced space vehicle/propulsion system 
development.  Studies have shown that decreasing parasitic leakage through 
applying advanced seals will increase turbine engine performance and decrease 
operating costs.  
Studies have also shown that higher temperature, long life seals are critical in 
meeting next generation space vehicle and propulsion system goals in the areas of 
performance, reusability, safety, and cost.  
Advanced docking system seals need to be very robust resisting space 
environmental effects while exhibiting very low leakage and low compression and 
adhesion forces.
NASA Glenn is developing seal technology and providing technical consultation for 
the Agency’s key aero- and space technology development programs.
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RESHAPING NASA’S AERONAUTICS PROGRAM 
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GLOBAL ENERGY ISSUES AND ALTERNATE FUELING 
 
Robert C. Hendricks 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
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2 11/09/04 GE Aircraft Engines
g NASA Propulsion 21 HP Turbine Clearance Control Study
Program Objective
Develop a high-pressure turbine (HPT) active clearance control system 
(ACC) to increase HPT efficiency throughout the engine operation range 
thereby reducing emissions.
Technical Challenges
•Minimize blade tip clearances through the entire engine operation




•Reduce exhaust gas temperature during take off conditions
As part of the NASA Propulsion 21 program, GE Aircraft Engines was 
contracted to develop an improved high pressure turbine(HPT) active 
clearance control (ACC) system.  The system is envisioned to minimize 
blade tip clearances to improve HPT efficiency throughout the engine 
operation range simultaneously reducing fuel consumption and emissions.     
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g
Background
• NASA HPT Propulsion 21 ACC program was worked ~ Phase I and II 
- Studied existing and potential ACC concepts
- Benched marked systems
- Started scoring existing system against existing systems
- Focused study on fast acting systems
- Thermal actuated
- Mechanically actuated
• This presentation deals with mechanical and thermal systems
HP Turbine Active Clearance Control
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g Potential System Benefits for a Long Haul Aircraft
HPT ACC system 
GE90 engine 
crossection
High pressure turbine clearance/efficiency has 
significant impact on emissions
Efficiency
Fuel Burn Reduction







Average HPT  Benefits
This slide summarizes the potential benefits of improving the HPT ACC 
system on  long haul aircraft engine.  The HPT ACC system have the 
potential of increasing HPT efficiency up to 1%,  depending if the engine is 
new or deteriorated.  This efficiency gain will result in reduction of engine fuel 
burn and consequently emissions.         
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g Potential System Benefits for a Short Haul Aircraft
HPT ACC system 
CFM56 engine 
crossection
High pressure turbine clearance/efficiency has 
significant impact on emissions
Efficiency
Fuel Burn Reduction







Average HPT  Benefits
This slide summarizes the potential benefits of improving the HPT ACC 
system on  long haul aircraft engine.  The HPT ACC system have the 
potential of increasing HPT efficiency up to 1%,  depending if the engine is 
new or deteriorated.  This efficiency gain will result in reduction of engine fuel 
burn and consequently emissions.         
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• Min clearance set to minimize rotor to stator contact
- Include margin for increase engine power (step climb)
- Contact shortens blades and result in more open clearance at 






Current HPT ACC System Clearance
On today’s engines, during engine operation, the HPT clearances are 
controlled by cooling the case using modulated cooling air flow. The cooling 
air, coming from engine bleed sources,  will shrink the case,  closing the 
clearances between rotor and case (some times called stator).   The HPT 
modules are build with certain assembly clearances which  it's magnitude 
depends on anticipated thermal and mechanical radial deflections of the rotor 
and stator during engine operation and the desired minimum clearance to 
protect against rubs during instantaneous increase in engine power.  
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~5 sec disk mechanical stretch and 
fast blade LαΔT





•Current thermal ACC systems only address disk and case thermal growth. 







This slide shows how the HPT clearance varies overtime for idle, take off, 
climb and cruise conditions for a typical engine.  The clearances are a 
function of the rotor and case thermal and mechanical radial growth.   
Approximately, during the first five seconds into take off , the disk stretches 
mechanically and the blade expands thermally resulting in an instantaneous 
reduction in clearances.   During this condition, the stator is not thermally fast 
enough to follow the rotor.  Due to this reason, clearances are set more open 
during idle to avoid a rotor and stator contact during acceleration.  
Following the initial acceleration, the stator and the disk grow thermally.  At 
this point in time,  the ACC system starts to modulate cooling air to match the 
case deflections with the rotor thermal deflections to minimize clearances 
during the thermal transient.  
Once the engine reaches cruise condition,  the stator and the rotor are nearly 
steady state and this is were the ACC air is fully used to close the clearances 
to maintain minimum clearances.  Current HPT ACC systems are generally 
limited in clearance range capability.
A system the moves the stator as fast as the disk stretch and blade thermal 
growth is required for the HPT in order to operate near minimum clearances.  
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Shroud radial position set by 
case temperature




This slide gives a description of some of the ACC concepts studied, the 
thermal actuated and the mechanical actuated system. 
Thermally actuated ACC system are used on today’s production engines.  In 
this system, the shroud, a segmented member, radial position is set by 
cooling the case using modulated cooling air from engine bleed sources.  As 
was shown on previous slide, this system does not address the fast 
components during take off conditions.  The system response is 
characterized by the thermal time constants. 
On the other hand, the mechanical actuated system is a new revolutionary 
system.  The concept behind this system is to control the radial position of 
individual shrouds by means of mechanical actuators, thereby setting 
clearance.   This system in combination with a clearance sensor have the 
potential of addressing the fast components allowing the HPT to operate at 
near minimum clearances.  The system response will depend on the
response rate of the actuators.          
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Thermally actuated fast acting system
Compressor bleed
cool air – mid stage HPC bleed




cooled or heated 
rings on HPT 
case
Potential HPT ACC Systems –Cont’d
GE Aircraft Engines is working, under Prop 21, on a thermally actuated 
system which promises to provide fast response.  This system uses hot and 
cool air as heat sinks for a convection cooled or heated case.  In order 
quickly change the temperature of the case, and thereby its diameter, a 
significant temperature difference as well as mass of air are needed.  This 
flow is “borrowed” form rotor cooling for Active Clearance Control purposes.
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δT = LαΔT  – deflection depends on temperature
•DETERIORATED ENGINE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Maintain new engine HPT clearance throughout 
















Increasing muscle – How it helps
Conventional ACC designs can use this to improve performance over time
The “Holy Grail” of clearances is a reliable system allowing for generous and 
nearly instantaneous control of HPT shroud diameter.  Such a system would 
respond to blade tip position throughout an entire engine mission, as well as 
its entire life. The “muscle” of an HPT clearance control system is the 
difference between the smallest and largest shroud radius it can produce.  A  
new engine may not need as much closure capability as a deteriorated one, 
but a good clearance control system should be able to compensate for the 
wear.
A thermally controlled system is contained within boundaries of the 
temperatures available for thermal control.  In the case of the CFM56 this 
means the temperatures of the air at which compressor bleed is extracted.
δT – deflection of member
L - length of member 
α – coefficient of thermal expansion
ΔT – temperature difference
NASA/CP—2007-214995/VOL1 118
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Minimum clearance (pinch point) 
(vibration, 3D thermal effects, etc)
Case response speed matches 





Speed of Actuation – How it helps
For a system to be considered truly fast-acting the response of the shroud 
(or the case which carries it) needs to match or exceed that of the HPT 
blade tip.  If this is achieved no extra clearance needs to be provided for the 
protection against rubs which would occur during engine acceleration.
This slide shows what happens to HPT clearance during a change in engine 
power level.  An immediate effect is mechanical growth caused by increased 
rotational velocity.  The second relatively fast effect is the thermal expansion 
of the blade due to increased flame temperature.  Finally, change in 
pressures also causes instantaneous deflections on all parts – this is 
however, the smallest element of the change in clearance.  All three of these 
cause closure of the HPT clearance.  The much slower thermal growth of 
the rotor can easily be surpassed by the growth of the case, which is why 
clearances increase after the pinch point.  
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•4 sec. cruise to climb power change assumed – 85% 
of total case deflection (muscle) realized (compares to 
<10% with today’s system)
•System “muscle” increased by 50% compared to base 
CFM56-5 system
•Mechanical system would have very fast clearance 
response and can be set up with significant excess 
muscle
Speed of Actuation – Thermal system study results
This is a result of analysis of a flight maneuver where speed was increased 
from cruise to climb.  This type of change typically is executed to bring 
aircraft to a higher altitude.  The reason for this change may be to make the 
flight more efficient as the aircraft burns off fuel, or to increase passenger 
comfort during excessive air turbulence.  
It is assumed that this acceleration is linear over 4 sec.  This is the time 
allowed for the system to react and respond to the clearance change 
associated with the acceleration.  The system provided 44% of its entire 
thermal deflection range in this time.  This allows for rub protection to be 
excluded from cruise clearance setting.  Also, the amount of “muscle”
provides for clearance changes associated with normal deterioration of an 
engine.
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g Control – What is the optimum Valve Schedule?
Minimum Clearance
Maximum Clearance
No flow gives lowest clearance sometimes
Idle to Takeoff Burst
•Fast acting system great for clearing step climb rub but less forgiving of 
improper valve control
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Clearance Model (Truth) Current Clearance
Compute Future
Cycle Estimates Clearance Model
Analyzer
• Calls clearance model








for Optimal Future Clearance Response
Current Cycle Conditions
PLA or Speed Ref.
example cost function
example clearance response 
during optimization routine
Control – Predictive scheme needed for best clearance
Today’s logic: clearance too big or too small => open/close valve (current state)
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15 11/09/04 GE Aircraft Engines
g Summary
• HPT clearance can significantly reduce fuel burn & emissions 
• Current HPT ACC systems have potential for improvement
- Fast thermal has most potential as next evolutionary step for aircraft
- Fast mechanical could be used on land-based applications (wt)
• Additional work required to develop optimum systems
- Work details of design
- Rig test to demonstrate the system capability
- Develop clearance sensor to reduce analytical uncertainty
- Develop the control logic for the system
- Engine demo test
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High Temperature Investigations into an Active
Turbine Blade Tip Clearance Control Concept
Shawn Taylor
University of Toledo, Toledo, OH
Mechanical, Industrial, and Manufacturing Engineering
Bruce Steinetz
NASA Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, OH
Structures and Materials Division
Jay Oswald
J&J Technical Solutions, Cleveland, OH
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Active Clearance Control (ACC) Objective
• Develop and demonstrate a fast-acting active clearance control system to:
– Improve turbine engine performance
– Reduce emissions
– Increase service life
Combustor
System studies have shown the benefits of reducing blade tip clearances in modern 
turbine engines.  Minimizing blade tip clearances throughout the engine will 
contribute materially to meeting NASA’s Ultra-Efficient Engine Technology 
(UEET) turbine engine project goals.  NASA GRC is examining two candidate 
approaches including rub-avoidance and regeneration which are explained in 
subsequent slides.
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• Fuel Savings & Reduced Emissions
– 0.010” tip clearance is worth ~0.8-1% SFC
– Reduced NOx, CO, and CO2 emissions
• Extended Life & Reduced Maintenance 
Costs
– Deterioration of exhaust gas temperature 
(EGT) margin is the primary reason for 
aircraft engine removal from service
– 0.010” tip clearance is worth ~10 ºC EGT
– Reduced turbine operating temperatures, 
increased cycle life of hot section 
components and engine time-on-wing
(~1000 cycles) 
• Enhanced Efficiency/Operability
– Increased payload and mission range 
capabilities
– Increased high pressure compressor 
(HPC) stall margin 
Benefits of Blade Tip Clearance Control
Clearance Control Technology Promotes High 










30-50 mil ~5 mil
~5 mil






You may ask why would we want to pursue this?
Well I am glad you asked: benefits of clearance control in the turbine section 
include lower specific fuel consumption (SFC), lower emissions (NOx, CO, CO2), 
retained exhaust gas temperature  (EGT) margins, higher efficiencies, longer range 
(because of lower fuel-burn). 
Blade tip clearance opening is a primary reason for turbine engines reaching their 
FAA certified exhaust gas temperature (EGT) limit and subsequent required 
refurbishment.  As depicted in the chart on the right, when the EGT reaches the 
FAA certified limit, the engine must be removed and refurbished. By implementing 
advanced clearance control, the EGT rises slower (due to smaller clearances) 
increasing the time-on-wing.
Benefits of clearance control in the compressor include better compressor stability 
(e.g. resisting stall/surge), higher stage efficiency, and higher stage loading.  All of 

















•Non-rotating environment for 
evaluating advanced seal, actuator 
and clearance probe concepts.
•Test conditions derived from an 
actual turbine engine.
•Shroud ΔP: 120 psig
•Shroud backside temp.: ~1200°F
•Nominal stroke: 0.190 in.




With these challenges in mind, we set-out to develop a fast-acting mechanically 
actuated active clearance control system and test rig for its evaluation.
In this test rig a series of 9 independently controlled linear actuators position 9 seal 
carriers.  These seal carriers move inward and outward radially simulating a camera 
iris.  More details of the test rig will be given on the next chart.
The goals of research effort are summarized here. 
Using the new ACC test rig, we have been able to assess:
+ Individual component seal leakage rates and to compare them to an industry 
reference level at engine simulated  pressures but at ambient temperature.  High 
temperature tests are planned in the future.
+ Evaluate system leakage both statically and dynamically 
+ Evaluate candidate actuator’s ability to position the seal carriers in a repeatable 
fashion
+ Evaluate clearance sensors as part of the closed loop feedback control. 
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ACC Test Rig - Secondary Seals
piston ring seals











pads C-seal  (Waspaloy)
Plow ~ 0-psig
Rig secondary seals maintain significant backpressure and create
the desired P3 pressure differential across the seal shroud. 
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Test Rig Kinematics
• Outward radial motion dilates 
the seal shroud.
• Inward radial motion contracts 
the shroud.
ACC Test Rig With Cover Plate Removed
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Study Objectives for Recent Testing
• Determine dependence of system leakage on:
– Test pressure, temperature
– Seal carrier position
– Seal carrier direction of motion (inward vs. outward)
– Actuation rate
• Quantify performance of the new servo-hydraulic actuators
– Evaluate individual actuator accuracy and repeatability.
– Evaluate system’s ability to track simulated flight clearance profiles at 
full chamber pressure and temperature, utilizing closed-loop control 
with capacitance clearance sensors. 
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Test Procedures
• Test temperatures ranged from RT to ~1200°F (engine T3).
• Test pressures ranged from 60 to 120 psig (full engine ΔP).
• Hydraulic actuators evaluated on bench-top and on rig.
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System Leakage vs. Temperature
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Nominal Chamber Temperature (°F)

















Flow factor generally decreases with increasing temperature: 
Increased test temperature results in: 
• Reduced secondary seal clearances
• Increased gas viscosity
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Leakage Dependence on Pressure
Static leakage: Linear dependence on pressure.
y = 0.0005x - 0.0028  R2 = 0.99
y = 0.0003x + 0.0026  R2 = 0.98
y = 0.0003x + 0.0047  R2 = 0.99
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Leakage Dependence on Seal Carrier Position
•At 500 and 800°F, leakage slightly lower at outward positions (larger X).
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Direction of Motion Effects at 1180°F
Overlap of leakage error in data sets indicates direction of 
motion has virtually no effect on leakage at 1180°F.
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• 0.001 in./sec tests showed improved leakage resolution over 
0.005 in./sec tests.





























ACC Effective Clearance vs. Industry Ref. Level
• Engine Industry Reference Level: 0.2% core (W25) flow for 
forward and aft seal locations combined.
• ACC Test Rig Effective Clearances: Back-calculated from 
measured seal leakage rates, lower than industry reference 






C g P C
δ = = 
80% decrease
If one were to idealize the ACC system as an elastic structure (e.g. a rubber ring or 
band) that could move radially inward/outward, seals would only be required 
between the sides of the moving structure and the surrounding static structure.  
Engine designers have acknowledged that seals in these areas leaking less than 0.1% 
of core flow would be an acceptable loss considering the potential for the significant 
gains possible through tighter HPT blade tip clearances.  Converting this level into 
an effective flow area per unit circumference we found a level of about 0.00096 
in^2/in unit flow area.  
Back-calculating the equivalent unit flow area per unit circumference using the 
measured ACC system leakage rates and the equation for isentropic flow under 
choked flow conditions, we obtained a value of 0.0008 in^2/in.  We see that the unit 
flow areas compare favorably. We recognize that further assessments are required at 
high temperature before we can claim victory. However these results are 
encouraging. 
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Actuator Positional Accuracy and Repeatability Tests
Measured Repeatability
≤ 0.0001 in. difference between 
outward and inward strokes for 
one cycle shows repeatability 
with virtually no hysteresis.
Error vs. Commanded Position
Measured positional accuracy of 
±0.0002 in. over 0.190 in. stroke 
range.



































Actuator on Precision Test Fixture
Actuator
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Simulated Take-off Engine Clearance Transient
• Actuators tracked the set point well.
– Maximum lag (-0.0014 in.) occurred during 0.010 in./sec clearance increase.
• Due to 25 Hz control loop update rate, minimum possible error for 0.010 in./sec 
transient is 0.0004 in.
• Production control system using dedicated processor would easily reduce actuation 







































– Increases linearly with increasing pressure.
– Decreases with temperature.
• Seal carrier position does not affect leakage at test temperatures ≥1000°F.
• Leakage dependence on seal carrier direction of motion negligible at 
elevated temperatures (≥1000°F).
• Actuation rate did not influence observed peak leakages.
• ACC effective clearance only 20% of industry reference level at 1180°F.
• Servo-hydraulic actuators accurate to ±0.0002 in. over 0.190 in. stroke 
range with a repeatability error of ≤ 0.0001 in.
• ACC system tracked simulated take-off flight clearance profile with
≤ 0.0014 in. error. 
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New Test Chamber Fabrication
New pressure vessel benefits:
• Overcomes weld-cracks found in existing pressure vessel
• Permits higher temperature operation for longer time periods
Shrink Fit of Tubes Hydro Test of New Chamber
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Measurement Accuracy and Testing
Current System Status/Future Work
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2006 NASA Seal/Secondary Air System Workshop
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Microwave Displacement Sensor Overview
Non-contact measurements
Tip clearance
Blade time of arrival
Key Technology Features
— First stage turbine environment (1300°C+ 
gas path using bleed air cooling)
— “See through” combustion products, flaming 
natural gas, steam, etc.
— Individual measurements from every blade








— Phase-based microwave technique
— Measures distance smaller than the transmitted wavelength (~5 cm)
— High signal to noise ratios (active system)
— Large bandwidths- able to measure waveforms at all speeds (turning gear to full 
RPM)
Measurement
— Resolution less than 0.025 mm
— Large displacement ranges (up to 13 mm)






Standard Displacement Signal 
Microwave Sensor 










2006 NASA Seal/Secondary Air System Workshop
P 6
T2000 Rack Based System
Land-based engines and tests
— Aerospace ground tests
— Power generating turbines
Up to 12 channels (one 
channel per card)
Minimum & average clearance 
to software or analog out
300MB/minute waveform data 
streamed to disk
Future signal processing 
upgrades
— Blade vibration
— Blade health monitoring
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Sensor Diagnostics
Sense changes in the cable
Breaks in signal chain are 
localized very precisely—manifest 
as a parasitic signal return at a 
particular phase.
Can be used to troubleshoot 
connections in the probe.
Understand if changes are in the 
probe vs. in the reading.
Sensor diagnostics is included with every product.  Each connection from cable to cable is 
shown as a reflection visible in the TDR plot.
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Made from same/similar materials 
as first stage turbine
— Alumina ceramics
— Nickel-based alloys




Low potential between center 
conductor and ground
— No dielectric breakdown problems
Fits into 0.5 inch hole
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Probe Testing
Testing Focus
— Cracking/separation due to coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) 
mismatches and thermally induced stress
— Oxidation of metal parts
Internal laboratory testing
— Isothermal bake to test oxidation
 Initial 100 hour test at 800°C
 1000 hour interval
 Go as long as we can
— Thermal cycling to test CTE mismatches
 Initial 20 cycles to 700°C
 300 cycles
 Go as long as we can
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Thermal Cycling Rig
Thermal cycling rig built to dip 
probe into a 900°C tube 
furnace
Heat probe up slowly and then 
pull out to simulate a trip
Thermocouple attached to 
probe for temperature 
monitoring
Entire system automated to 
simulate a given temperature 
profile
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Thermal Cycling Profile
Most rapid thermal changes seen during a trip 
Cycling profile defined similar to a engine trip condition
— Trip with a hot restart
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Isothermal Oven
Oven capable of 900°C
Hook cable up to network 
analyzer through 
instrumentation port
Continuous logging of probe 
performance
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Spatial Filtering
“Large spot size” sensors see 
multiple geometry features
Measurement is a composite of 
everything within the spot size
Lasers better able to approximate 
the true geometry, but only look at 
a single area- this may not be 
where the closest clearance is 
locate
Microwave sensor measures 
“distance” directly but have to map 
the “average” clearance to the 
minimum clearance
Use an error map to calibrate 
measured clearance to actual 
clearance
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Measurement Accuracy- Axial Shifts
Most sensors quote accuracy and linearity 
based upon a single calibrated target
Real turbines have an additional 
complexity- axial shift due to thermal 
expansion and contraction of the rotor
Geometry underneath the sensor changes
With axial shifts, a perfectly linear sensor 
can give poor results
Axial positions vary by stage and engine 
operating conditions
This is probably more a problem in large 
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Example Changes Due to Axial Shift
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Accuracy Under Axial Shift Conditions
Linearity could change several tenths of a millimeter across 
worse case axial shift conditions (large frame gas turbines)
Signal processing techniques able to minimize this to           
+/- 0.1 mm or less
Aero engine results expected to be more accurate (everything 
scales down)
Continuing to investigate signal processing techniques to 
improve the measurement
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Measurement Repeatability Test
Use rotary stage to 
rotate a synthetic blades 
in front of the sensor
Five blades, each 
slightly different in 
height
Rotary stage mounted 
on linear stage and 
moved to different 
clearances
Look at the repeatability 
as function of distance
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Measurement Repeatability Results
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Vibration Testing
Cable  vibration can often induce 
extraneous signals into the 
measurement
Industrial and aero turbines are 
vibration rich environments
Simulate vibration and 
determine the effects
Cable attached to a dental 
shaker
— 60 Hz vibration frequency
— Low, medium, high settings
Dental Shaker
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2006 NASA Seal/Secondary Air System Workshop












No perceptible 60 Hz noise
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Current Status/Future Work
Working on certifications for industrial market
Completing next generation of probes with 12,000 hour design 
life Q1 2007
Delivering prototype systems to several customers Q2 2007
Delivered 2 channel prototype system to NASA Glenn
— High Pressure Burner Rig testing in 2007
Several large frame and aero gas turbines tests in 2007
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CONTINUED INVESTIGATION OF LEAKAGE AND POWER LOSS TEST RESULTS 
FOR COMPETING TURBINE ENGINE SEALS 
 
Irebert R. Delgado 
U.S. Army Research Laboratory 
Glenn Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
 
Margaret P. Proctor 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Glenn Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
 
Continued Investigation of 
Leakage and Power Loss Test Results for
Competing Turbine Engine Seals
Irebert R. Delgado
U. S. Army Research Laboratory
NASA Glenn Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
Margaret P. Proctor
NASA Glenn Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
Prepared 2006 NASA Seal/Secondary Air System Workshop
Ohio Aerospace Institute, Cleveland, Ohio
Nov. 14-15, 2006
The authors would like to acknowledge NASA Glenn 
Research Center where all the testing was conducted, 
Bruce Steinetz who guided the design, procurement, 
and fabrication of the High Temperature, High Speed 
Turbine Seal Test Rig, and Joseph Flowers from the 




• Follow-up Study− “Leakage and Power Loss Test Results for Competing Turbine Engine
Seals” by Proctor and Delgado, (NASA/TM – 2004-213049)
• Benefits
– Higher engine performance
– Decreased specific fuel consumption
– Increased thrust
– Better investment towards performance gain than components, such as 
compressors and turbines.
• Heat Generation and Power Loss
– Changes in engine air temperatures from stage to stage can negatively 
affect engine efficiencies.
– Friction from contacting seals increases the amount of torque needed.
– Advanced engines operate at very high temperatures. Excessive heat 
generation at the seal could expose downstream components to 
temperatures that exceed material capabilities.
This study is a follow-up on a previous paper published by the authors for the 2004 
ASME Turbo Expo.  Experimental labyrinth and annular seal data are included in 
this presentation.  
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Approach
• Conduct literature review
• Use previous and new baseline NASA seal 
experimental leakage and power loss data
• Adjust data to account for disk and bearing 
windage
• Compare experimental data with literature
Previous brush and finger seal data are compared with new annular and labyrinth 
seal data.  The results are also compared with literature.  Finally, disk and bearing 
windage are accounted for and described in detail later in the presentation.
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Literature Review
• 1987 – Windage effect of rim seals. (Hasser et al.)
– Modelled wheel space cavity
– Results agreed with full-scale engine and rig data
– Results agreed with Daily & Nece axial spacing ratio
– Results agreed with bolt drag effects
• 1989 – Laby. seal power dissipation. (McGreehan et al.)
– Windage heating developed in first 2 pockets of a 5-knife labyrinth seal
– Windage decreases with increasing swirl velocity ratio
• 1990 – Laby. seal recirculation zone. (Demko et al.)
– Existence of a secondary recirculation zone in a labyrinth seal at high speeds
• 1996 – Laby. seal windage heating. (Millward et al.)
– Seal power dissipation increases with increasing mass flow rate
• 2003 – Brush seal/shaft thermal effects. (Owen et al.)
– Derived a power law relationship between mass flow rate, shaft temperature, and 
power dissipated
A review of the literature provided some labyrinth and brush seal data at 
comparable surface speeds, temperatures, and pressure ratios.  This will be seen 
later in the presentation.
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The NASA High Temperature High Speed Turbine Seal Test Rig located at NASA 
Glenn Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio is capable of testing current and 
advanced seals through 1500F, 250 psid, and >1000 ft/s.
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Annular Seal
Note, each grid square is ¼ inch
• Material: Inco 625
• Seal Dia: 216 mm
• Seal Clearance: 0.3 mm
A picture of the annular seal inner diameter.
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Labyrinth Seal
• Design  :  4-Knife
• Material :  Inco 625
• Seal Dia :  216 mm
• Seal Clr. :  0.3 mm
• Tooth height :  0.762 mm
• Pitch :  1.016 mm
• Tip width :  0.318 mm
• Tooth angle :  7.5°




• Design w/Flow Deflector
• Material Haynes 25  Bristles
Inco 625 Sideplates
• Seal Diameter 216 mm
• Seal Clearance ~ -0.1 mm
• Bristle lay angle 50°
• Bristle dia. 102 μm
• Density 68  wires/mm
• Fence height 1.27 mm
The brush seal supplied by Eaton has a flow deflector installed on the high pressure 
side.  Power loss data taken previously is compared with current annular and 




• Seal Dia. 216 mm
• Seal Clr. -0.2 mm
The pressure-balanced finger seal was supplied by Honeywell.
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at 297K  
[mm]
MaterialSeal Type
This slide shows a quick glance at differences in material, radial clearance, and 
axial length for the four seals tested.
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Seal Test Conditions
• 5 inlet air temperatures
• 5 pressure differentials
• 6 surface speeds
• 297 K to 922 K
297, 533, 700,   811,   922 K 
( 75, 500, 800, 1000, 1200°F)
• 69 to 517 kPa
69, 138, 276, 345, 517 kPa
(10,   20,   40,   50,  75 psid)
• 0 to 366 m/s
0, 113, 183, 274, 283,  366 m/s
0, 371, 600, 900, 928, 1200 ft/s
Not all conditions were obtained for each seal.
Self-Explanatory
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• Seal Leakage (Flow Factor, φ)
• Seal Power Loss
 Torquemeter has an absolute accuracy of 0.13%.
 Tare Torque calibration curves (temperature, speed) used.
 Frictional torque, Mo, due to test disk & balance piston included
 Test end bearing windage included
 Seal Torque = (Torquemeter Torque) – (Tare Torque) – [(Test Disk Torque) 
+ (Balance Piston Torque) + (Bearing Torque)]due to Δp
 Power loss =  (Seal Torque) x  (Angular Velocity)
Seal Flow Factor and Power Loss










Seal flow factor and power loss were calculated as shown.  In addition disk and 
bearing windage are accounted for in the power loss calculations.
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• Flow factor decreases with increasing surface speed.
• Flow factors influenced by large seal starting clearances (annular, 
labryinth) as well as seal pressure closing forces (i.e. brush, finger)





Flow factor is observed to decrease with increasing surface speed.  However large 
starting clearances and seal pressure closing forces affect flow factor as well.
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Flow Factor vs. Speed at 276 kPa and 700, & 922 K.
• Seals grow larger than disk 
due to coefficient of thermal 
expansion (CTE) mismatch
• Larger clearances result in 
larger flow rates
• Brush and finger seal 
leakage are 2-3 times less 










Flow factor is observed to increase with increasing temperature. This is largely a 
result of CTE mismatch between the disk and seal.  However brush and finger seals 
show 2-3 times less leakage than annular or labyrinth seals.
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Seal Power Loss vs. Speed at 297 K and 276 kPa. 
•Labyrinth Seal Design Differences
NASA Millward
Teeth 4 5
Radial CL  0.3 mm    1.12 mm
Pin/Pout     3.5             1.5
Axial Width  X 2X
Rotation?    No Yes
• Seal power loss increases with increasing 
surface speed
• Labyrinth seal data from Millward and 
Edwards is 2 to 3x higher (4 – 8 kW) at 




Seal power loss is observed to increase with increasing surface speed.  Labyrinth 
seal power loss data from Millward and Edwards are 2-3 times greater than the 
NASA labyrinth seal data.  Differences in labyrinth seal design may explain the 
discrepancy.
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Seal Power Loss vs. Speed at 700 K and 276 kPa. 
• For each seal, power loss varied by ±5% at most with increasing 
temperature.
• Annular and labyrinth seal power loss were consistently higher
than brush or finger seal power loss at each test temperature.
Seal power loss was found to vary only 5% with increasing temperature.
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Seal Power Loss vs. Speed at 68.9 and 276 kPa at 700 K.
• Seal power loss increases 
with increasing seal 
pressure differential
• NASA 4-knife labyrinth seal 
power loss is comparable to 
McGreehan and Ko data (  ) 
(5-knife labyrinth @ 505 K 




Seal power loss is observed to increase with increasing seal pressure differential.  5 
knife labyrinth seal data from McGreehan and Ko are similar.
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• NASA brush seal power loss is 
2x that reported by Millward
and Edwards ( ) at ambient 
temperature, 276 kPa, and 
264 m/s
• Brush Seal Design Differences
NASA Millward
Radial CL  -0.1 mm    0 mm
Pin/Pout     3.4             1.3
Seal Dia.    216 mm    388 mm
• NASA brush seal flow rate 
(0.03 kg/s) is lower than 
Millward data (0.1 kg/s)
• Mass flow rate is proportional 
to seal diameter.




Differences in brush seal design may explain the discrepancy between the NASA 
data and that reported by Millward and Edwards.  However, mass flow rate is found 
to be proportional to seal diameter.
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Seal power loss vs. mass flow rate at 922 K and 183 m/s. 
Seal power loss increases with mass flow rate.
Seal power loss is observed to increase with increasing mass flow rate.
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Conclusions - Seal Leakage
• Seal leakage decreases with increasing surface speed 
due to reduced clearances from disk centrifugal growth.
• Annular and labyrinth seal leakage are 2-3 times greater 
than brush and finger seal leakage.
• Seal leakage rates increase with increasing temperature 
because of seal clearance growth due to different 




Conclusions - Seal Power Loss
• Seal power loss is not strongly affected by inlet 
temperature.
• Seal power loss increases with increasing surface 
speed, seal pressure differential, mass flow rate or flow 
factor, and radial clearance.
• The brush and finger seals had nearly the same power 
loss.
• Annular and labyrinth seal power loss were higher than 
finger or brush seal power loss.  The brush seal power 
loss was the lowest and 15-30% lower than annular and 




• Combined experimental/analytical effort
– Compare CFD analyses with baseline seal experiments that 
obtain internal seal temperature and pressure measurements
• Test the effect of seal axial thickness
– Brush & finger seals had lower power losses than annular and 
labyrinth seals possibly due to shorter axial lengths
– Test a two-knife labyrinth with a shorter axial length
• Test the effect of preswirl on seal power loss




ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF A DOUBLE-DIVERT SPIRAL GROOVE SEAL 
 
Xiaoqing Zheng and Gerald Berard 
Eaton Aerospace 
Warwick, Rhode Island 
 
NASA
Seal/Secondary Air Delivery Workshop
November 14-15, 2006
Ohio Aerospace Institute (OAI)
Analysis and 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FORMING A TURBOMACHINERY SEALS WORKING GROUP: 
AN OVERVIEW AND DISCUSSION 
 
Margaret P. Proctor 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Glenn Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 
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Presented at the
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FORCE BALANCE DETERMINATION OF A FILM RIDING SEAL USING CFD 
 
John Justak 
Advanced Technologies Group, Inc. 
Stuart, Florida 
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Air System Workshop
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Presented by: John Justak
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Force Balance Determination of a Film Riding Seal
Using CFD






Advanced seals have been identified as critical in meeting engine goals for 
specific fuel consumption, thrust-to-weight, emissions, durability and 
operating costs.
•Low leakage film-riding seals can cut in half the estimated 4% cycle air 
currently used to purge the high pressure turbine cavities. 
•Cycle air reduction can be used to:
•Reduce engine specific fuel consumption (SFC)
•Thrust can be increased 
•Alternatively, RIT could be lowered, 
resulting in an increase in turbine blade life
Because of their high performance payoff and their relatively low development 
costs, seals have repeatedly shown high performance-to-cost benefit ratios
The benefits of Advanced seals can be utilized in every compartment on the 
engine.  IN addition, industrial gas turbines and steam turbines will benefit as 
well as cryogenic turbomachinery. Advanced Gas turbine seals continue to 




Hybrid Seal Assembly- Beam Spring
Hybrid Seal “Cartridge”
•High Degree of Design 
Flexibility
•Beam Spring support is 
soft radially, stiff axially
The ATG H-seal utilizes hydrostatic pressures to provide a compliant seal 
surface.  The seal surface is supported by a spring housing that is “soft”
radially and stiff axially.  The seal utilizes a brush seal as a secondary seal 
which also provides damping for the hydrostatic bearing surface. The seal 
components can be modified to handle large radial and axial excursions as 






























































































Effect of Increased Pressure balance Groove
Pressure 
balance groove
Earlier testing with the seal ( installed as a hydrodynamic film riding seal) 
indicated that pressure balancing of the surfaces was required. During rig 
testing the pressure groove which shown in the upper right image, was 
increased in axial length. The predicted and experimental results are shown 
the three excel plots.  Starting in the lower left corner and working clockwise, 
as the groove length is increased so does the effective clearance.  This 




























It was during offset tests (0.02” radial offset during 15,000rpm rotation) that 
we realized the hydrostatic forces at work. During this test the seal was 
moved 0.02” inches radially into the 15000rpm rotor at three seal pressures 
of 15, 30 and 45 psi. The ATG H-seal shoes little effect from the offset.  
There does not appear to be any rotor contact despite an effective clearance 
of 0.005”.  All temperatures and pressures remain relatively constant during 



















•Seal shoe translates w/ delta P
•Variables/design parameters
•Spring design
Material, width, length, thickness
•Seal axial & circumferential length
•Step length and taper
•Brush seal design and placement
Material, wire 
length/diameter/angle/pack
A free body diagram was developed to aid in the design and development of 
the H-seal.  Static force can be applied.  However, the seal is dynamic. As 

















This seal has the narrow portion between the seal and rotor completely 
concentric.  A small area at the entrance corner indicates a pressures below 
static discharge pressures.  It is this low pressure that causes the seal to 
















If a small divergent section is applied to the low pressure side of the seal 
















A graphic side by side comparison clearly shows what effect the small 




Geometries Analyzed w/ CFD
7 geometries 
were chosen to 
analyze further 
with CFD and 
follow-on test 
verification













































































































































The CFD static pressure results were then plotted over the seal surfaces to 
determine the overall force differences.  Typically with all of the geometries 
as the seal gap closes, the pressure increases.  Thus, the seal closes to a 
certain point and then the force balance is reached at different gaps based 
on the seal geometry.   However, geometry 6 had static pressures which 
continued to always be negative, or lower than the discharge pressure.  This 






















































CFD analysis provides a means of 
discerning H-seal functionality
H-Seal geometry can be modified to 
provide smaller or larger operational gap
H-Seal can be installed with large cold 





CURRENT STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
The technology is currently being applied to 
several engine applications
– Design and test Higher delta P designs
– Design and test High surface speed designs
– Design and test seals over segmented rotor
Extensive CFD analysis has been completed, 
more is being performed 
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ROBUSTNESS OF MODELING OF OUT-OF-SERVICE GAS MECHANICAL FACE SEAL 
 
Itzhak Green 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 
ROBUSTNESS OF MODELING OF 
OUT-OF-SERVICE GAS MECHANICAL 
FACE SEAL
Itzhak Green
Georgia Institute of Technology 
G. W. Woodruff School of Mechanical Engineering
Atlanta, GA 30332-0405
NASA Seals Workshop Nov 14-15, 2006
___________________________________________
 
Gas lubricated mechanical face seal are ubiquitous in many high performance applications such as compressors 
and gas turbines.  The literature contains various analyses of seals having orderly face patterns (radial taper, waves, 
spiral grooves, etc.).  These are useful for design purposes and for performance predictions. However, seals 
returning from service (or from testing) inevitably contain wear tracks and warped faces that depart from the 
aforementioned orderly patterns. Questions then arise as to the heat generated at the interface, leakage rates, axial 
displacement and tilts, minimum film thickness, contact forces, etc. This work describes an analysis of seals that 
may inherit any (i.e., random) face pattern. A comprehensive computer code is developed, based upon the Newton-
Raphson method, which solves for the equilibrium of the axial force and tilting moments that are generated by 
asperity contact and fluid film effects. A contact mechanics model is incorporated along with a finite volume 
method that solves the compressible Reynolds equation. Results are presented for a production seal that has 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A RAPID SURVEY OF THE COMPATIBILITY OF SELECTED SEAL MATERIALS 
WITH CONVENTIONAL AND SEMI-SYNTHETIC JP–8 
 
John L. Graham and Richard C. Striebich 




Donald K. Minus and William E. Harrison III 
U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base 
Dayton, Ohio 
Since the synthesis of a liquid hydrocarbon fuel from coal by Franz Fischer and Hans Tropsch in 1923, there 
has been cyclic interest in developing this fuel for military and commercial applications. In recent years the U.S. 
Department of Defense has taken interest in producing a unified battlespace fuel using the Fischer Tropsch (FT) 
process for a variety of reasons including cost, quality, and logistics. In the past year there has been a particular 
emphasis on moving quickly to demonstrate that an FT fuel can be used in the form of a blend with conventional 
petroleum-derived jet fuel. The initial objective is to employ this semi-synthetic fuel with blend ratios as high as 
50 percent FT with longer range goals to use even high blend ratios and ultimately a fully synthetic jet fuel. A 
significant concern associated with the use of a semi-synthetic jet fuel with high FT blend ratios is the effect these 
low aromatic fuels will have on fuel-wetted polymeric materials, most notably seals and sealants. These materials 
typically swell and soften to some degree when exposed to jet fuel and the aromatic content of these fuels contribute 
to this effect. Semi-synthetic jet fuels with very low aromatic contents may cause seals and sealants to shrink and 
harden leading to acute or chronic failure. Unfortunately, most of the material qualification tests are more concerned 
with excessive swelling than shrinkage and there is little guidance offered as to an acceptable level of shrinkage or 
other changes in physical properties related to low aromatic content. Given the pressing need for guidance data, a 
program was developed to rapidly survey the volume swell of selected fuel-wetted materials in a range of 
conventional and semi-synthetic jet fuels and through a statistical analysis to make a determination as to whether 
there was a basis to be concerned about using fuels with FT blend ratios as high as 50 percent. Concurrent with this 
analysis data was obtained as to the composition of the fuel absorbed in fuel-wetted materials through the use of 
GC-MS analysis of swollen samples as well as other supporting data. In this presentation the authors will present a 
summary of the results of the volume swell and fuel absorbed by selected O-rings and sealants as well as a 
description of the measurement protocols developed for this program. 
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Developed by Franz Fischer and Hans Tropsch in 1923.
Hydrocarbon feedstocks are converted to carbon monoxide and 
hydrogen via high-temperature partial oxidation (Mond, 1879).
This mixture (called syngas) is then recombined over a catalyst 
to form a complex mixture of paraffins and iso-paraffins.
Franz Fischer                             Hans Tropsch
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In contrast FT fuel is composed entirely of paraffins and iso-paraffins....
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Potential Strategies for Formulating FT Fuels
1) Blend FT fuels with appropriate aromatics
+ Conceptually offers a relatively simple solution
- 10-20% Aromatics will be required
- Aromatics contribute undesirable characteristics
- Which aromatics?  Not all aromatics contribute equally to swell
2) Blend FT fuels with something other than aromatics
+ Eliminates the problems associated with aromatics
+ Could hopefully be added in very small amounts
+ Offers opportunities for multi-functional additives
- No swelling promoters are currently available for fuel
3)  Blend FT fuels with JP-8 (Semi-synthetic JP-8)
+ Potentially offers the simplest solution
+ Presents the fewest unknowns to OEMs
+ Operational experience with Sasol in South Africa
- JP-8s are typically 75-90% paraffins (10-25% ‘active’ species)
- By definition JP-8 behavior will be shifted towards FT
- The range of acceptable blending ratios is uncertain
Common to all of these approaches is the issue of defining of an acceptable end-point
Potential strategies for making FT fuel compatible with conventional petroleum distillate 
fuels.
How do we define and acceptable end-point?
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Qualification Tests for Material Physical Properties
Qualification tests for materials were written to qualify materials, not fuels.
Qualification tests were presumably written to qualify materials for service 
in petroleum distillate fuels such as JP-4 and JP-5.
Qualification tests often list maximum and/or minimum values following 
exposure in Type I and Type III reference fluids;
Type I 100% iso-Octane
Type III 30%v/v Toluene in iso-Octane
The maximum and minimum values specified in these tests does not
necessarily mean that these are allowable in-service ranges, but rather these 
are initial values about which they are anticipated to vary by some nominal 
amount once in service.
For example, a common specification for O-rings is that they swell from 1-
25% when aged in Type I and III fluids.
The existing material qualification tests do not provide adequate guidance to 
determine the compatibility of alternative fuels.
Specification tests for materials were written to qualify materials, not fuels.
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Initial Flight Test Program: 25-50% FT/JP-8 Blend
Spring 2006
Plans were put in motion to perform a a flight test with a 
semi-synthetic blend consisting of 25-50%v FT fuel in JP-8
Summer 2006
Ground tests at Tinker AFB
Fall 2006
Single-engine flight test (B-52) at Edwards AFB
Winter 2006
8-engine flight test (B-52) at Edwards AFB
Spring 2006
From a material compatibility perspective is safe to fly a 
25-50%v FT fuel in JP-8?
Outline of an accelerated test plan in support of flight tests with semi-synthetic JP-8.
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A Statistical Approach to Fuel Compatibility
The basis for a statistical approach to fuel compatibility is the 
fact that all materials presently in use have passed their 
respective qualification tests.
Through the course of normal use they are exposed to a range of 
JP-8s with a commensurate range of compositions, including 
aromatic content, and range of fuel/material interactions (e.g. 
volume swell).
If the behavior of an alternative fuel falls within the bounds of 
‘normal’ JP-8 behavior, the fuel should be compatible with JP-8.
This approach does not necessarily demonstrate absolute 
performance limits, but rather provides guidance as to the 
degree of compatibility between JP-8 and an alternative fuel.
The basis for a statistical approach.
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Obtain representative physical property data (volume swell) in a
range of JP-8s to develop a statistical description of how a 
particular material behaves in ‘normal’ JP-8 (≥10% aromatics).
Obtain the same data in a semi-synthetic (FT/JP-8) fuel blend and 
compare these two populations to obtain a measure of  the overlap 
between them.
Experimental Program - Overall Approach
Overall approach to employing a statistical model.
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Estimate the semi-volatile content of the original dry material
+  Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
+  Provides an estimate of the propensity to shrink in fuel
+  Reconcile volume swell and fuel absorption data
Measure the amount and composition of the fuel absorbed
+  Direct Thermal Desorption GC-MS
+  Fuel/polymer partition coefficients
+  Estimate the relative contributions of aromatics and alkanes
Measure the volume swell
+  Optical Dilatometry
+  Relatively simple in situ method based on digital imaging
+  Provides temporal information
All of these methods use small samples (1-5 mg samples in 1-10 mL 
of fuel) and are suitable for high-throughput testing.




10 Neat Fuels (9 JP-8s and 1 FT fuel)
30 Blends (25%, 37.5%, 50%, and 75%v/v FT)
29 Non-metallic Materials
6 Sealants 2 Bladders
4 O-rings 2 Hoses
4 Films 2 Composites
3 Coatings 1 Foam






































Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
y = 0.463x - 1.167
R2 = 0.948








Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
57%0.9480.4513.40.4120.12027.9%v8.7%v10.1%mNitrileN0602
90% PIR2CoefficientRatioAromaticsAlkanes25% Aro.0% Aro.VolatilesMaterialO-ring
OverlapSwellingPartitioningFuel AbsorbedSemi-
Results summary.
Semi-volatile content (TGA) reflects the propensity of a material to shrink.
Comparing the fuel absorbed with the semi-volatiles lost is an indicator of the balance 
between material to the fuel and gained from the fuel.
Partitioning reflects the sensitivity to the aromatic content.
The swelling coefficient reflects the overall result of the polymer:fuel interaction.
The coefficient of determination (R2) reflects the strength of the correlation between the 
volume swell and aromatic content of all JP-8s.
The overlap between the 90% prediction intervals for the 50% fuel blends and the parent 
fuels is an approximate measure of the degree of compatibility between the test material and 
‘normal’ JP-8s.































Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
y = .069x + 6.480
R2 = 0.363








Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
95%0.3630.0691.80.1050.0577.9%v5.0%v0.0%mFluorosiliconeL1120
90% PIR2CoefficientRatioAromaticsAlkanes25% Aro.0% Aro.VolatilesMaterialO-ring
OverlapSwellingPartitioningFuel AbsorbedSemi-
Results summary.
Semi-volatile content (TGA) reflects the propensity of a material to shrink.
Comparing the fuel absorbed with the semi-volatiles lost is an indicator of the balance 
between material to the fuel and gained from the fuel.
Partitioning reflects the sensitivity to the aromatic content.
The swelling coefficient reflects the overall result of the polymer:fuel interaction.
The coefficient of determination (R2) reflects the strength of the correlation between the 
volume swell and aromatic content of all JP-8s.
The overlap between the 90% prediction intervals for the 50% fuel blends and the parent 
fuels is an approximate measure of the degree of compatibility between the test material and 
‘normal’ JP-8s.
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Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s








Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
100%0.0010.0025.80.0580.0102.4%v1.6%v0.6%mFluorocarbonV0835
100%0.1430.0078.10.0520.0061.7%v1.0%v0.3%mFluorocarbonV0747
90% PIR2CoefficientRatioAromaticsAlkanes25% Aro.0% Aro.VolatilesMaterialO-ring
OverlapSwellingPartitioningFuel AbsorbedSemi-
Results summary.
Semi-volatile content (TGA) reflects the propensity of a material to shrink.
Comparing the fuel absorbed with the semi-volatiles lost is an indicator of the balance 
between material to the fuel and gained from the fuel.
Partitioning reflects the sensitivity to the aromatic content.
The swelling coefficient reflects the overall result of the polymer:fuel interaction.
The coefficient of determination (R2) reflects the strength of the correlation between the 
volume swell and aromatic content of all JP-8s.
The overlap between the 90% prediction intervals for the 50% fuel blends and the parent 






























Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
y = 0.206x + 2.33
R2 = 0.787








Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
61%0.7870.2063.90.2310.05913.4%v5.5%v0.0%mPolythioether/PolyurethanePR-2911
90% PIR2CoefficientRatioAromaticsAlkanes25% Aro.0% Aro.VolatilesMaterialSealant
OverlapSwellingPartitioningFuel AbsorbedSemi-
Results summary.
Semi-volatile content (TGA) reflects the propensity of a material to shrink.
Comparing the fuel absorbed with the semi-volatiles lost is an indicator of the balance 
between material to the fuel and gained from the fuel.
Partitioning reflects the sensitivity to the aromatic content.
The swelling coefficient reflects the overall result of the polymer:fuel interaction.
The coefficient of determination (R2) reflects the strength of the correlation between the 
volume swell and aromatic content of all JP-8s.
The overlap between the 90% prediction intervals for the 50% fuel blends and the parent 






























Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s








Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
69%0.4190.0523.10.0800.0263.0%v2.9%v4.3%mFluorosiliconeQ4-2817
90% PIR2CoefficientRatioAromaticsAlkanes25% Aro.0% Aro.VolatilesMaterialSealant
OverlapSwellingPartitioningFuel AbsorbedSemi-
Results summary.
Semi-volatile content (TGA) reflects the propensity of a material to shrink.
Comparing the fuel absorbed with the semi-volatiles lost is an indicator of the balance 
between material to the fuel and gained from the fuel.
Partitioning reflects the sensitivity to the aromatic content.
The swelling coefficient reflects the overall result of the polymer:fuel interaction.
The coefficient of determination (R2) reflects the strength of the correlation between the 
volume swell and aromatic content of all JP-8s.
The overlap between the 90% prediction intervals for the 50% fuel blends and the parent 
fuels is an approximate measure of the degree of compatibility between the test material and 
‘normal’ JP-8s.
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Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
y = 0.094x - 0.647
R2 = 0.871








Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
75%0.8710.0944.00.1420.0358.7%v3.4%v3.9%mMnO2 cured PolysulfidePR-1776
90% PIR2CoefficientRatioAromaticsAlkanes25% Aro.0% Aro.VolatilesMaterialSealant
OverlapSwellingPartitioningFuel AbsorbedSemi-
Results summary.
Semi-volatile content (TGA) reflects the propensity of a material to shrink.
Comparing the fuel absorbed with the semi-volatiles lost is an indicator of the balance 
between material to the fuel and gained from the fuel.
Partitioning reflects the sensitivity to the aromatic content.
The swelling coefficient reflects the overall result of the polymer:fuel interaction.
The coefficient of determination (R2) reflects the strength of the correlation between the 
volume swell and aromatic content of all JP-8s.
The overlap between the 90% prediction intervals for the 50% fuel blends and the parent 
fuels is an approximate measure of the degree of compatibility between the test material and 
‘normal’ JP-8s.
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Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
y = 0.101x + 0.579
R2 = 0.744








Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
83%0.7440.1014.90.1640.0339.9%v2.8%v1.9%mCr2O7 cured PolysulfidePR-1422
90% PIR2CoefficientRatioAromaticsAlkanes25% Aro.0% Aro.VolatilesMaterialSealant
OverlapSwellingPartitioningFuel AbsorbedSemi-
Results summary.
Semi-volatile content (TGA) reflects the propensity of a material to shrink.
Comparing the fuel absorbed with the semi-volatiles lost is an indicator of the balance 
between material to the fuel and gained from the fuel.
Partitioning reflects the sensitivity to the aromatic content.
The swelling coefficient reflects the overall result of the polymer:fuel interaction.
The coefficient of determination (R2) reflects the strength of the correlation between the 
volume swell and aromatic content of all JP-8s.
The overlap between the 90% prediction intervals for the 50% fuel blends and the parent 
fuels is an approximate measure of the degree of compatibility between the test material and 
‘normal’ JP-8s.
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Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
y = 0.076x - 0.586
R2 = 0.795








Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
84%0.7950.0766.50.1370.0217.1%v2.9%v3.0%mMnO2 cured PolysulfidePR-1440
90% PIR2CoefficientRatioAromaticsAlkanes25% Aro.0% Aro.VolatilesMaterialSealant
OverlapSwellingPartitioningFuel AbsorbedSemi-
Results summary.
Semi-volatile content (TGA) reflects the propensity of a material to shrink.
Comparing the fuel absorbed with the semi-volatiles lost is an indicator of the balance 
between material to the fuel and gained from the fuel.
Partitioning reflects the sensitivity to the aromatic content.
The swelling coefficient reflects the overall result of the polymer:fuel interaction.
The coefficient of determination (R2) reflects the strength of the correlation between the 
volume swell and aromatic content of all JP-8s.
The overlap between the 90% prediction intervals for the 50% fuel blends and the parent 
fuels is an approximate measure of the degree of compatibility between the test material and 
‘normal’ JP-8s.
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Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
y = 0.181x + 0.760
R2 = 0.780








Lower Limit for Neat JP-8s
90%0.7800.1817.00.1720.0259.5%2.0%2.3%Epoxy cured PolythioetherPR-1828
90% PIR2CoefficientRatioAromaticsAlkanes25% Aro.0% Aro.VolatilesMaterialSealant
OverlapSwellingPartitioningFuel AbsorbedSemi-
Results summary.
Semi-volatile content (TGA) reflects the propensity of a material to shrink.
Comparing the fuel absorbed with the semi-volatiles lost is an indicator of the balance 
between material to the fuel and gained from the fuel.
Partitioning reflects the sensitivity to the aromatic content.
The swelling coefficient reflects the overall result of the polymer:fuel interaction.
The coefficient of determination (R2) reflects the strength of the correlation between the 
volume swell and aromatic content of all JP-8s.
The overlap between the 90% prediction intervals for the 50% fuel blends and the parent 






















We have developed a statistical approach to estimate the material 
compatibility of synthetic and semi-synthetic fuels with JP-8.
The method is based on comparing a characteristic response (volume swell) 
of a material in a reference population of ‘normal’ JP-8s and in the test fuel.
To-date we have completed the analysis of selected O-rings, sealants, fuel 
barrier materials, adhesives and composites.
To-date, none of these materials have indicated there will be an acute 
problem operating with 50% FT fuel blends.
The materials that are of greatest concern are the nitrile and nitrile-like 
materials, especially those with high plasticizer contents.
Some caution needs to be exercised in interpreting the results for materials 
that rely on physical properties that may not be reflected in the volume 





Complete the present test program including obtaining data on the remaining 
samples.
Extend the program to include other fundamental physical properties such as 
compressive modulus and adhesion.
The database of JP-8s should be expanded to establish a more complete 
statistical description of the population of JP-8s.
Suitable methods and reference materials should be developed to circumvent 
the problem of variations in test materials. This may be accomplished 
through the use of parallel analysis of samples in selected reference fluids.
Apply this approach to the development of a fully synthetic JP-8. For 
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• Low Impact Docking System (a.k.a. Advanced 
Docking Berthing System (ADBS))
• Next-generation space vehicle mating system




• reduces the risks associated with mating 
spacecraft.
• Simplifies spacecraft docking operations by 
eliminating high-impact loads
• Supports autonomous docking and berthing 
operations
• Supports a wide range of spacecraft and mating 
operations.
• Crew Exploration Vehicle
• International Space Station
Description of the Application: Low Impact Docking System (LIDS)




+ The Advanced Docking Berthing System shown on the right is under development 
at Johnson Space Center.  The future for the system is to become the agency’s 
standard mating system going forward through the Constellation Program.
+ The system offers several advantages over the current Russian built system.  Most 
importantly, it reduces the risks associated with mating.
+ It does this by mating with very low impact, and by offering system redundancy.
+ The system is redundant on every level because it is androgynous.  Each joint is a 
mate between two identical systems.
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LIDS Seal Locations: Electrical and Pyro Connectors
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Vehicle to vehicle mating requires androgynous (gender neutral) interface
• Androgynous interface requires seal-on-seal configuration
• Seal must accommodate vehicle misalignments and manufacturing tolerances
Seal materials must withstand:
• Atomic oxygen in low Earth orbit
• Particle and ultraviolet radiation
• High number of mating cycles
• Micrometeoroid and orbital debris
(MMOD)
Seal specifications:
• Compression force < 100 lbf / linear inch / seal
• Adhesion force ∼ 0 lbf
• Confined width and height requirements
• Leakage < 0.02 lbm AIR / day under all conditions
• Long duration under vacuum
• Thermal gradients and transients
• Thermal environment: -100 to 100°C
• Operating temperature: -50 to 50°C





Compression Set / Adhesion / Leakage Flow
Medium-Scale Seal Development
(12” O.D.)
Compression / Adhesion / Leakage Flow
Risk Reduction Unit (RRU) and other
Full-Scale Seal Development
(54 to 60 in. dia.)
Compression / Adhesion / Leakage Flow
Engineering Demonstration Unit (EDU)












Seal Concepts Under Development/Evaluation
Elastomeric Seals
Gask-o-seal:
• Able to form near-hermetic seal
• Able to perform under gapping / misalignment conditions 
• Currently flying as static berthing seal on Space Station: 
Common Berthing Module
• Concerns:




• Near Term Risk Reduction Unit (RRU) trial seal
• Using to check-out JSC and GRC test hardware
Metallic Seals
Metal Face Seal:
• Immune to UV, AO, IR effects
• No known adhesion issue
• Concerns: 
• Very low leakage 
• Large diameter, precision flat surfaces
Gasket Seal
Gask-o-seal 
Metallic Face Seal 
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Elastomer Material Evaluations





• Understanding / quantifying the effects of
• Atomic oxygen
• Ultraviolet and particle radiation
• Micrometeroid / orbital debris impacts
Numerical predictions
• Mechanical properties of elastomers 
measured at various temperatures
• Compression load and deformation 
predicted
Details provided in the next two presentations
• Space Environments Effects on Candidate 
LIDS Seal Materials
• FEA Modeling of Elastomeric Seals for LIDS
Photograph of elastomer 
specimens in the UV exposure 
chamber
Numerical simulation of two 
misaligned Gask-o-seals in 
contact
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Evaluation of Relevant Seal Properties
Compression Set
• Determines the ability of elastomeric 
compounds to retain elastic properties 
after prolonged compression per 
ASTM Standards
Adhesion
• Quantifies adhesion between two 
elastomeric samples
Leakage Flow
• Measure leakage rate of air under vacuum conditions before and after space 
environments exposures to quantify degradation from AO, UV, ionizing radiation, and 
MMOD
Medium Scale Flow/Compression Fixture
• Measures leakage rate of candidate seal geometries and materials in nominal and off-
nominal configurations
• Quantifies compression and adhesion forces required to mate and demate candidate 
seal geometries and materials
Photograph of an 
adhesion test in progress
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Medium-Scale (12”) Gask-O-Seal Compression Tests
Objectives:
• Determine maximum compressive load
• Characterize decay in maximum 
compressive load on seal
• Measure maximum adhesion on seal as a 
function of hold time and number of cycles
• Measure compression set
Procedures:
• Compression set test #1
• Load and hold for 70 hours (using 
LIDS docking profile)
• Unload
• Wait 30 minutes
• Cyclic loading (Cycles 2-21):
• Load and hold for 30 minutes
• Unload
• Wait 30 minutes
• Compression set test #2
• Load and hold for 70 hours
• Unload
• Wait 30 minutes
• Load for 30 minutes (Cycle 22)
Cross-sections of the elastomer seal concepts with elliptical 
top (left) and flat top (right) sealing surfaces.
Photo of the compression testing of 12” Gask-o-seals in an 






• Parker Hannifin Gask-o-seal









• Both compounds showed 
adhesion before release
• During separation, the S0899-50 
elastomer stretched 0.25 / 0.20 
inch (elliptical / flat top) beyond 
the initial contact point
• Compression set results were 
masked by the high levels of 
adhesion of the S0899-50 
compound
Position [in]





















S1853-50 and S0899-50 are identical elastomer compounds with different 
designations from different divisions within Parker Hannifin.  S0899-50 is used 
throughout this (and other) presentations for uniformity.
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Number of Cycles





















Parker  Hannifin S0899-50
Parker Hannifin S0383-70
Adhesion Forces of Elliptical Top Gask-o-seals
Results
• Adhesion increases with contact 
duration (70 hrs versus 30 min)
• Adhesion generally decreases with 
number of mate cycles
• No trends were observed in the 
adhesion with sealing surface 
configuration (not shown)
• Adhesion levels of the S0383-70 
elastomer seals were stable and lower 





Compression forces required for 58” dual-
bead seal-on-seal is predicted to be:
~5100 lbf (S0899-50 / Elliptical top)
~4600 lbf (S0899-50 / Flat top)
~13700 lbf (S0383-70 / Elliptical top)






























































Seal - on - Seal
Seal - on - Plate
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Medium-Scale Leakage Results: Effect of Configuration
Test Specimens and Setup
• Parker Hannifin Gask-o-seals
• CBM design
• Elliptical top





• Axial misalignment (0.060 inch)
• Axial misalignment (0.060 inch) + 
Angular misalignment (0.040 inch)
Results
• The leakage of seals was greatest with both 
axial and angular misalignments
• When the seals were aligned, the leakage 
was the lowest
• S0899-50 seals leaked greater than
S0383-70
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Full Scale LIDS Seal Test Rig Development
Goal: Evaluate full-scale seal leakage rates under 
anticipated thermal, vacuum, and engagement 
conditions 
Features:
• Static seal-on-seal or seal-on-plate 
configurations
• Seal diameters:
• Risk reduction unit............................54”
• Engineering demonstration unit........58”
• Flight unit........................................TBD
• Simulated environmental conditions
• Thermal -50°C to +50°C (shade or sun)
• Pressure (ΔP)
• Operational: Ambient pressure to vacuum
• Pre-flight checkout: 15 psig to ambient
• Engagement conditions
• Vehicle alignment/misalignment (±0.060”)
• Gapping: Non-uniform clamping 
engagement (0.040”)
Future: An actuation system to bring seals 
together simulating docking
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Materials International Space Station Experiment (MISSE 6A and 6B)
Goals and Objectives
• To expose three candidate elastomers to space environments in low-
Earth orbit to evaluate their applicability as material for primary 
mating interface seal for LIDS
• Combined and simultaneous exposure to atomic oxygen, ultraviolet
and ionizing radiation, MMOD, and temperature transients in a hard 
vacuum cannot be replicated in terrestrial laboratories.
Anticipated data
• Leakage rates of three candidate elastomers o-rings after
• exposure to combined space environments (to be compared with 
as-received samples).
• exposure to UV, ionizing radiation, and thermal cycling only 
under hard vacuum conditions.
• Leakage rate of S0383-70 elastomer o-ring after exposure to thermal 
cycling only under hard vacuum conditions.
• Leakage rate of S0383-70 with additional post-cure after exposure to 
combined space environments.
• Leakage rate of S383-70 with a UV/AO protective coating after 
exposure to combined space environments.
• Adhesion level of pairs of S0383, S0899, and XELA-SA-401 
elastomer o-rings after exposure to thermal cycling under hard 
vacuum conditions (simulating docking conditions).
Diagram showing the MISSE 
6A and 6B o-ring AO/UV 
exposure assembly









• Elastomeric-seal concepts, metallic-seal concepts
• Ongoing
Medium-scale Seal Evaluations
• Seals showing promise after small-scale evaluation
• Through 2008
Full-scale Seal Evaluations (Static System)
• Rig fabrication out for bid
• Anticipate testing in Spring / Summer 2007
Full-scale Seal Evaluations (Actuated System)
• Actuation system out for bid
• Anticipate testing in Summer / Fall 2007
MISSE 6A and 6B
• Launch planned for Fall 2007
1st LIDS Flight
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A Low Impact Docking System (LIDS) is being developed by the NASA Johnson Space Center to support 
future missions of the Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV). The LIDS is androgynous, such that each system half is 
identical, thus any two vehicles or modules with LIDS can be coupled. Since each system half is a replica, the main 
interface seals must seal against each other instead of a conventional flat metal surface. These sealing surfaces are 
also expected to be exposed to the space environment when vehicles are not docked. The NASA Glenn Research 
Center (NASA GRC) is supporting this project by developing the main interface seals for the LIDS and determining 
the durability of candidate seal materials in the space environment. In space, the seals will be exposed to 
temperatures of between 50 to –50 °C, vacuum, atomic oxygen, particle and ultraviolet radiation, and 
micrometeoroid and orbital debris (MMOD). NASA GRC is presently engaged in determining the effects of these 
environments on our candidate elastomers. Since silicone rubber is the only class of seal elastomer that functions 
across the expected temperature range, NASA GRC is focusing on three silicone elastomers: two provided by Parker 
Hannifin (S0-899-50 and S0-383-70) and one from Esterline Kirkhill (ELA-SA-401). Our results from compression 
set, elastomer to elastomer adhesion, and seal leakage tests before and after various simulated space exposures will 
be presented. 
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• Low Impact Docking System (LIDS).
• LIDS main interface seal, challenges and candidate elastomers.
• The expected mission space environment.
• Simulating the space environments (Atomic Oxygen, Ultraviolet 
& Ionizing Radiation, MicroMeteoroid Orbital Debris)
• MicroMeteoroid Orbital Debris (MMOD) results
• Leak rate testing and results
• Adhesion testing and results
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Introduction
Low Impact Docking System (LIDS)
LIDS main interface seal • Very low leakage requirements:
- CEV < 0.02 lbm/day
-Apollo ~ 4.5 lbm/day
• Seals must survive long-term exposure to 
space.
• -50 °C to 50 °C operating range. 
• Candidate silicone seal materials: Parker 
Hannifin S0899-50 and S0383-70, and 
Esterline Kirkhill XELS-SA-401.
Drawing of the planned CEV docking with Space Station; LIDS enables the 
coupling of the two together; the elastomer of the LIDS primary seal stops air from 
leaking out after docking. 
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The expected mission space environment
• Mission Duration
• Short term design limited to International Space Station and initial Lunar missions.
• 12 year mission maximum.
• Vacuum: 
• Total mass loss (TML) < 1 %.
• Collected volatile condensable materials (CVCM) < 0.1 %.
• Atomic Oxygen
• 1 year exposure = 5 x 1021 atoms/cm2 fluence, exposures planned up to 6 x 1022
atoms/cm2 = 12 years exposure.
• Ultraviolet Radiation
• Simultaneous Near Ultraviolet (NUV, 220-400 nm ) and Vacuum Ultraviolet (VUV 
115-200 nm) exposures to ~800 ESH completed.
• Ionizing Radiation
• Maximum mission dose ~ 0.6 Mrad (Si), electron particle radiation used.
• Micro Meteoroid and Orbital Debris (MMOD)
• Working with JPL/CalTech to better define largest particle expected ~0.5 mm, and 
smaller high frequency particle threats.
While in space, the LIDS seal will be exposed to vacuum, atomic oxygen, 
radiations, and solid high velocity projectiles of various forms (MMOD). The 
amounts of these exposures are highly dependent on the flight path of the particular 
mission. A worst case exposure would be 15 years, but a trip to ISS, or even to the 
Moon would be much less. We are using the “Constellation Program Design 
Specification for Natural Environment” CXP-00102, as our primary source for 
mission exposures. The effects of vacuum are examined throughout testing, since 
AO and UV exposures are done with vacuum imposed. UV testing takes the longest; 
testing out to 1000 hours of equivalent sun hours (ESH) are underway, with 
accommodations to test longer if needed. MMOD testing employs significant 
mission flight path analysis and specialized testing. Arrangements for this are 
underway with facilities at NASA Johnson/CalTech and NASA Johnson/White 
Sands being employed.
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Long-Term Atomic Oxygen (AO) Exposure Facility
Long-term exposure facility: 
• Facility used to expose seal 
materials to oxygen for long periods 
of time.
• Exposure is isotropic, bathing the 




Photo of seal test specimens in the reaction 
chamber in the SPI Plasma Prep II
Two SPI Supplies Plasma Prep II facilities operated on air were used to provide the 
isotropic atomic oxygen arrival. The facilities use radio frequency (RF) (13.56 
MHz) to create a discharge between two electrodes which surround a glass reaction 
chamber. A thermal plasma is produced which is at an energy of about 0.1 eV. 
Typical vacuum chamber pressure during operation was 16-27 Pa (120-200 mTorr). 
Temperature measured in past experiments was 65ºC. The two facilities were 
operated in parallel. One contained an aluminum machined sample tray containing 
the Parker-Hannifin S0383-70 seal samples and the other contained a similar tray 
with the Parker-Hannifin S0899-50 seal samples. Each tray had its own polyimide 
Kapton fluence witness and a sapphire window (2.54 cm diameter) for a 
contamination witness. Fluences resulting from exposures of S0-899-50 were 
estimated from Kapton witness coupons exposed alone in a rate test prior to the 
exposure; this was done because during exposure of S0-899-50 material, 
contamination of the Kapton witness resulted in erroneous erosion yields. 
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Shorter term Atomic Oxygen Exposures
• Facility used to expose 
materials to atomic oxygen 
for shorter periods. 
• Directed beam only 
exposes top surfaces of 
specimens to AO.
• Five Kapton fluence witnesses 
are used with an erosion yield 
of 3x10-24 cm3/atom.
The atomic oxygen directed beam facility uses an Electron Cyclotron Resonance 
Plasma Source from Applied Science and Technology Inc. (ASTeX) operated on 
pure oxygen to generate a directed thermal energy beam of atomic oxygen with less 
than 1% ions at energies of typically 15-18 eV. The source operates at microwave 
energy (2.45GHz, 1000 W) and uses two large electromagnets for both dissociation 
of oxygen through electron collision and for beam focusing. The vacuum chamber 
used for exposure is 71 cm in diameter by 1.71 m long. Pumping is provided by a 
diffusion pump, mechanical pump and roots type blower that operate on Fomblin 
(perfluorinated polyether) oil. The base pressure of the vacuum chamber is typically 
2e-6 torr to 5e-5 torr, but during operation can range from 2e-4 to 8e-4 torr 
depending on the oxygen gas flow rate. In addition to producing atomic oxygen, the 
source also produces VUV radiation at 130 nm at an intensity of approximately 150 
suns. Seal samples were installed into recessed grooves cut into a circular plate that 
was mounted in the facility for exposure. Five polyimide Kapton fluence witness 
samples were also included on the plate to provide information on the atomic 
oxygen dose as well as the spatial distribution. 
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Ultraviolet Radiation Exposures
• VUV Deuterium Lamp (115-200 nm).
• NUV Hg-Xe Arc Lamp (220-400 nm).
• Cryopump vacuum chamber (5 x 10-6 torr).





The Vacuum Ultraviolet (VUV)/Near Ultraviolet (NUV) exposure facility uses a 
cryogenic vacuum pumping system and VUV and NUV light beams simultaneously. 
The light source for VUV exposure was a 30-watt deuterium lamp with a 
magnesium fluoride end-window (Hamamatsu model L7293) which provided a 
lower cut-off wavelength of 115 nm.  Calibration was conducted in vacuum using a 
cesium iodide (CsI) phototube sensitive in the 115-200 nm wavelength band.  The 
light source for NUV exposure was a 500-watt mercury (xenon) arc source (Oriel 
Model 66142) which provided NUV of wavelengths in the 220-400 nm range.  This 
NUV source was calibrated before and after each exposure using a pyroelectric 
detector system (Oriel Model 70362) and a 260 nm narrow bandpass filter. The ratio 
of lamp intensity compared to the sun’s air mass zero intensity in the same 
wavelength range is referred to as “equivalent suns”.  Equivalent space exposure, 
referred to as “equivalent sun hours,” is obtained by multiplying the number of test 
hours by “equivalent suns” for the NUV and the VUV wavelength ranges, 220-400 
nm and 115-200 nm, respectively. The NUV and VUV exposures are not uniform 
over the plate thus exposures are mapped across the plate and the exposure of each 
specimen tracked. A bright spot located near the center of the plate is avoided. For 
each test, prior to exposure, all samples were installed in the facility and the 
chamber was brought to high vacuum for approximately 24 hours to achieve an 
operating pressure of approximately 5x10-6 torr prior to commencing NUV/VUV 
exposure. 
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Ionizing Radiation Exposures
• E-Beam Services in Lebanon 
Ohio, 150 kW DC Electron 
Beam Accelerator.
• 4.5 MeV electrons.
• Does of 0.45, 0.9, and 1.3 
Mrad (Si).
• 92 Parker specimens 
exposed, 6 Kirkhill specimens.
• Specimens exposed through 
entire thickness.
Particle radiation exposures where done at E-Beam Services in Lebanon Ohio using 
a 150 kW DC Electron Beam Accelerator which produced 4.5 MeV electrons and a 
dose of 0.5 Mrad (water) per pass. Both of the Parker elastomers were exposed to 
0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 Mrad (water) exposures. No Kirkhill o-rings were available at the 
time exposures were done. The radiation provided by E-Beam Services is electrons 
and exposures are reported in units of Mrad (water). We expect this source to give 
an indication of damage from particle sources in space, even though most solar 
energetic particles are protons, because damage is primarily determined by energy 
absorbed and by penetration of the radiation. Sufficiently high fluences were used so 
that equivalent energy was absorbed and thus hopefully damage equivalent to proton 
particles. Indications are that below surface doses were slightly higher than noted 
surface doses due to secondary bremsstrahlung radiations. The approximate 
conversion of rad dose in Si to rad dose in water in this case, based on stopping 
powers only, is ~0.9 rad(Si)/rad(water). Thus our three dose levels were 0.45, 0.9, 
and 1.3 Mrad (Si). Specimens were secured on an aluminum plate and the plates 
placed in nitrogen filled bags and sealed prior to exposures. Temperature maximum 
during electron radiation exposures was about 41 oC.
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MMOD Test Facilities
• NASA White Sands Test Facility and NASA Johnson Space Center
• Karen Rodriguez POC
• California Institute of Technology Pasadena, CA and JPL
• Ares Rosakis POC at Caltech.
• Virendra Sarohia JPL-Caltech liaison.
Caltech White Sands
Max Velocity 10.5 km/s 7.5 km/s
Particle Size ~0.1 to 2.0 mm ~0.05 to 3.6 mm
Success Rate ~99% 80 to 65 %
Number of Particles per shot 1 to 6 1
Analysis Support Extensive Good
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MMOD Test Specimens (Phase I)
Six test specimens: 
• Parker S0383-70 
• Kirkhill XELA-SA-401
• Ceramic SiC 0.125 inch thick.
• SS plate (0.125 inch thick).
Impacted with 0.5 mm stainless steel 
particle at 7.5 km/sec.
Elastomer samples were glued onto 
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MMOD Test Results
Parker S0383-70 Kirkhill  XELA-SA-401
Projectile: Stainless Steel, sphere 0.5 mm dia., 7.5 km/s
• 0.5 mm projectile damages a 5 mm diameter area, 5 mm deep.
The photographs show the impact craters caused by the 0.5 mm, 7.5 km/s, stainless 
steel projectile, simulating an MMOD strike. The Parker material had raised edges 
around the impact crater. The ELA specimen was analyzed via a Computed 
Tomography (CT) scan to measure the internal damage.  The CT scan revealed that 
the particle left an impact crater of depth 0.165 inches into the 0.200 inch thick 
target, although it was also evident that particle fragments had penetrated deeper 
without removing material. 
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Projectile: Stainless Steel, sphere 0.5 mm dia., 7.5 km/s
•Huge area of the SiC plate damaged (10 mm +)
• Highly raised edges in the Stainless Steel, 3 mm diameter.
This photographs show the damage caused by the 0.5 mm steel projectile. Deep, 
long cracks radiated from the crater in the SiC plate. The edges of the crater in the 
stainless steel were highly raised.
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Small Scale Flow Test Fixture
• Quantifies leakage flow past 2-309 
size o-ring seal specimens.
• Test conditions
• 25% O-ring compression.
• Seal against flat plate.
• PHIGH = 14.7 psia.
• PLOW = 0.0 psia.
• Specimen are connected to a leak 
decay system to accurately quantify 
losses.
• Data processing then scales up the 
leak to estimate the primary LIDS 
seal leakage.
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• S0899-50 exceeds allowable leak rate after 2 yr AO.
Leakage Guideline
Shown in this plot is the leak rate measured from our 2-309 o-rings scaled up to 
estimate the leakage from the full ~54 inch (137 cm) diameter LIDS seal. This leak 
rate is for a single seal. Present designs use a double seal, thus these leak rates are 
worst case scenarios after a full failure of one of the seals. As received leakage is 
shown by values at zero years of AO exposure. The red line indicates the maximum 
leak rate presently sought for the LIDS seal; after 2 years of exposure the Parker S0-
899-50 material fails by exceeding this maximum. Atomic oxygen reacts with Si in 
these silicone based elastomers, forming glassy SiO2 phases on exposed surfaces. 
Exposed surfaces become glossy, harder, and less sticky (for example, dust does not 
collect on them as much).
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ay S0899-50 w/ AOS0383-70 w/ AO
XELA-SA-401 w/ AO
LIDS Guideline.
• S0899-50 fails after 1.2 yr AO + 400 ESH.
• S0383-70 and XELA-SA-401 ok up to 1.2 yr AO + 1700 ESH.
Leakage 
Guideline
Shown in this plot is the leak rate measured from our 2-309 o-rings scaled up to 
estimate the leakage from the full ~54 inch (137 cm) diameter LIDS seal. This leak 
rate is for a single seal. Present designs use a double seal, thus these leak rates are 
worst case scenarios after a full failure of one of the seals. All specimens in this 
group were exposed to a fluence of 5.77 x 1021 atoms/cm2 atomic oxygen (AO) prior 
to exposure to the various levels of ultraviolet (UV) radiation. The red line indicates 
the maximum leak rate presently sought for the LIDS seal; after the simulated space 
exposure of about 1.2 years AO and 0.05 ESY (equivalent Sun year) of UV 
radiation, the Parker S0-899-50 material fails by exceeding the maximum allowable 
leak rate of 0.02 lbm/day. The estimated error in the measured leakage was +/-
0.0014 lbm/day at leak rates below 0.02 lbm/day; at higher leak rates uncertainties 
were about +/- 10%.
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• Leak rate  of candidate elastomers was not affected by ionizing radiation.
The plot shows the abilities of the Parker elastomers to seal are not significantly 
effected by expected mission doses of particle radiation. Leak measurement  
uncertainty was +/- 1.4 x 10-3 lbm/day.
Particle radiation exposures where done at E-Beam Services in Lebanon Ohio using 
a 150 kW DC Electron Beam Accelerator which produced 4.5 MeV electrons and a 
dose of 0.5 Mrad (water) per pass. Both of the Parker elastomers were exposed to 
0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 Mrad (water) exposures. No Kirkhill o-rings were available at the 
time exposures were done. Sufficiently high fluences were used so that equivalent 
energy was absorbed and thus hopefully damage equivalent to proton particles. 
Indications are that below surface doses were slightly higher than noted surface 
doses due to secondary bremsstrahlung radiations. The approximate conversion of 
rad dose in Si to rad dose in water in this case, based on stopping powers only, is 
~0.9 rad(Si)/rad(water). Thus our three dose levels were 0.45, 0.9, and 1.3 Mrad 
(Si). Specimens were secured on an aluminum plate and the plates placed in 
nitrogen filled bags and sealed prior to exposures. 
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Adhesion Test Fixture
• Quantifies adhesion between 
specimens after 25% compression 
for 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 24 hours.
• Specimens: elastomer cylinders
• 0.953 cm (0.375 in.) OD.
• 0.533 cm (0.210 in.) thick.
Photograph of an 
adhesion test in progress 
showing the deformation 
before separation (left).
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Adhesion Test Results after AO and Ionizing Radiation




































• Adhesion of XELA-SA-401 is negligible.
• Adhesion of S0383-70 is negligible after 0.1 yr AO.
• Adhesion of S0899-50 is greatly reduced after 0.1 yr AO.
Adhesion test results for Parker-Hannifin S0-8990-50 and S0-383-70 in the as 
received condition and after exposure to electron radiation and various amounts of 
atomic oxygen. As received adhesion was negligible for the Kirkhill elastomer ELS-
SA-401. Adhesion for S0-383-70 after AO was also essentially zero. The surface 
area of the LIDS seal is approximately 45 in.2, thus if adhesion between the seals 
was 10 psi, it would require a force of about 450 lb to get them apart. The variability 
or scatter among like test was about +/- 20%.
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Compression Set Test Fixture
Compression set test fixture
• Quantifies permanent deformation 
after specimen has been compressed 
for extended periods of time, 70 hr.
• Testing per ASTM Standards D395
(Test Method B) and D1414.
• Specimen are 2-309 size o-rings 2.11 
cm (0.832 in) OD, 0.533 cm (0.210 in.) 
cord diameter.
• Test conditions 25% Compression, 70 
hr. at room temperature, unlubricated.
• Result is the median of three samples.
Photograph of the stainless steel plates used to test the compression set of LIDS 
candidate elastomers. The plates have a diameter of 35.6 cm. 
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Compression Set Test Results















































• Compression set largely unaffected by AO or ionizing radiation alone. 
• Compression set significantly increased due to UV exposure.
Compression set measurements are somewhat artistic. Some of the data was also 
gathered by different people which did not contribute positively to measurement 
consistency. In general, scatter and uncertainties in compression set measurements 
resulted in an estimated accuracy of between +/-10 to +/-30% depending on the 
particular group and the number of measurements made to date (to be clear, for 
example, a compression set of 10. +/-2. % was typical). This plot shows the 
compression set of the candidate materials in the as received conditions, and after a 
combined exposure of about 1.2 years atomic oxygen (5.77 x1021 atoms/cm2) plus 
about 300 equivalent sun hours of ultraviolet radiation in the NUV and VUV 
wavelength range (~100nm to 400 nm). This exposure increased compression set for 
all three of our candidate seal materials. 
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Conclusions
• Environmental exposures are highly dependent on mission/flight path.
Vacuum:
• All three elastomers meet mass loss and condensation requirements.
Atomic Oxygen:
• Parker’s S0899-50 exceeded the maximum allowable leak rate after 2 yrs. of 
AO exposure; data indicates S0383-70 will similarly fail after 4 yrs. AO (fluence 
= 2x 1022 atoms/cm2).
• Adhesion for XELA-SA-401 was negligible; Adhesion for S0383-70 was 
negligible after small amounts of AO; Adhesion of S0899-50 was deceased to 
about 5 psi after 0.1 yr AO. 
• AO by itself did not influence compression set in these elastomers.
Ultraviolet Radiation (110 to 400 nm)
• Ultraviolet exposure caused increases in leakage. S0899-50 failed after about 
400 ESH of UV + 1.2 yr AO exposure. If current trends continue, S0383-70 and 
XELA-SA-401 will exceed the maximum leak rate of 0.02 lbm/day after about 
1800 ESH + 1.2 yr AO.
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• AO with UV caused the compression set of XELA-SA-401 to increase by about 
20%, and a doubling of compression set for the Parker materials.
Ionizing Radiation
• The elastomers are not significantly effected by the expected levels of Ionizing 
Radiation.
MicroMeteoroid Orbital Debris (MMOD)
• A projectile of 0.5 mm diameter damaged areas about 10 times that diameter, 
boring deep (5 mm) into the specimens.
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Future Work
• Finishing planned AO, UV, and particle radiation exposures.
• Perform extended UV exposures.
• Commence detailed MMOD studies, low frequency larger particles and 
high frequency smaller particles with leakage testing.
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Challenges of Future Lunar Exploration
“Dust represents the single largest technical challenge to prolonged 
human presence on the Moon.”
Harrison Schmidtt, Apollo 17 Astronaut March 2005
• The extent and duration of planned lunar surface activities is much 
higher than prior Apollo experiences.  
• Systems and components will be exposed to environmental factors 
for periods of time orders of magnitude longer than those 
previously addressed.  
Dust mitigation strategies:
1. Design systems tolerant of dust properties
2. Develop techniques to clean or remove dust from surfaces
3. Active abatement methods to minimize or eliminate deposition 
and/or adhesion of dust
Self-explanatory
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Apollo Lunar Sample Return Containers 
a.k.a. “Rock Boxes”
• Used to return lunar 
regolith samples to earth 
• Triple seals designed to 
provide a vacuum seal of 
10-6 torr 
• Aluminum box (7075 AA) 
with Knife edge seal in soft 
indium alloy (90% indium, 
10% silver), 150 cm long
Of the 12 Rock Boxes, 4 had substantial leaks due to bag material or dust on sealing surface1
•Teflon spacer prevents contact prior to use.
•Single use and pressure required to maintain sealing.
•Double O-rings (L608-6 fluorosilicone) for add’l sealing.
The Apollo Lunar Sample Return Container (ALSRC) maintained a  lunar-
like vacuum around the samples until they were opened in the Lunar 
Receiving Laboratory. In practice, substantial leakage was detected in 4 of 
the 12 ALSRC's returned from the moon due to pieces of equipment or dust 
interfering with the seals.
1 Stansbery, E.K., Kaplan, D.I., Allton, J.H. and Allen, C.C.(1997) Planetary 
Protection Issues for a Mars Sample Return Mission.  Report to the NASA 
Planetary Protection Officer.  October 1997
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Apollo 
Special Environmental Sample Containers
• 340L S.S. with knife edge seal into indium alloy
• 18 cm long
• At end of Apollo missions, no reports of leakage
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• Designed to operating pressure: 3.75psig (25.8 KPa), 
temperature: + 250 oF (+ 394 oK),
maximum leak rate: 0.0315 lb/hr (180 scc/min)
• Leakage increased with use.
Apollo Helmet Attaching Neck Ring
• Manufactured by Air-lock Inc. 
• Aluminum alloy 7070-T6 treated with an anodized coating. 
• Helmet  disconnects  have interior stainless steel bearings
• Seals in the Extravehicular Mobility Suits (EMS) were used to 
attach the space helmets to the spacesuit by a pressure-sealing 
neck ring.
• Between Extra-Vehicular Activities (EVAs) the  helmet 
disconnect seals were cleaned and re-lubricated with Krytox oil 
and grease to reduce leakage.
1. Carson, M.A., Rouen, M.N., Lutz, C.C. and McBarron, J.W.(1975) Biomedical 
Results of Apollo.  Chapter 6 Extravehicular Mobility Unit. NASA SP-368
2. Young, L.A. and Young, A.J. The Preservation, Storage, and Display of 
Spacesuits.  Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum Collection Care, 
Reprot Number 5, December 2001.
3. Apollo Operations Handbook (1971) Extravehicular Mobility Unit. Volume I. 
System Description.  CSD-A-789-(1). Revision V, March 1971.
4. Gaier, J.R. (2005) The Effects Of Lunar Dust On Eva Systems During The 
Apollo Missions.  NASA TM 2005-213610, March 2005.
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Apollo Helmet Attaching Neck Ring






•A rotating lock 
ring
•Push button lock 
assembly on the 
locking ring.
Latch
Command Module Pilot (CMP) Helmet
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• Manufactured by Air-lock Inc. 
• Aluminum alloy 2024-T4. 
• Have interior stainless steel bearings.
• Pressure-sealing disconnects attached gloves to spacesuit
• arms 
• Wrist bearings and rotational hardware connectors had fabric 
coverings to keep out the dust.
• Between EVAs glove disconnect seals were cleaned and re-
lubricated with Krytox oil and grease to reduce leakage.
• Air-lock has a patent (4596054) on the synthetic resin lip seal 
used in the bearing assembly of the space suit at the rotary 
motion locations, such as at the glove connection. 
• The suit side has a manually actuated lock/unlock mechanism.
• The glove has a sealed bearing that permits 360o glove rotation.
1. Young, L.A. and Young, A.J. The Preservation, Storage, and Display of 
Spacesuits.  Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum Collection Care, 
Reprot Number 5, December 2001.
2. Apollo Operations Handbook (1971) Extravehicular Mobility Unit. Volume I. 
System Description.  CSD-A-789-(1). Revision V, March 1971.
3. Gaier, J.R. (2005) The Effects Of Lunar Dust On Eva Systems During The 
Apollo Missions.  NASA TM 2005-213610, March 2005.
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Apollo Space Suits-Glove Disconnect Assembly
Reference: Apollo Operations Handbook (1971) Extravehicular Mobility Unit.  Volume I. CSD-A-789-(1)
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Lunar Soil Characteristics
0.3 (compression index)Compressibility (loose)
1.72-2.95 x 10-4 W/cm oK (Apollo 17)Thermal Conductivity
<20 μm high ferromagnetic susceptibilityMagnetic
Highly chargedElectrostatic
Not active in vacuumCorrosiveness
Primarily non-toxicToxicity
0.52 KPa (.0053 kg/cm2; .0754 psi)Cohesion (0-15 cm)
52% + 2%Porosity  (0-15 cm)
5-7  ( Mohs scale)Hardness
1.58 + g/cm3Bulk Density  (0-30 cm)
Angular/subangular sharpShape
90% < 1000 μm, 70% < 100 μmSize
DescriptionCharacteristic
Reference: Fuhs, S., Harris, J.(1992) Dust Protection for Environmental Control and Life  Support Systems in 
the Lunar Environment. Proceedings of the Lunar Materials Technology Symposium.  
Size  1000 μm=1 mm=.04”
Bulk density - property of particulate materials. mass particles divided by the volume they occupy. 
The volume includes the space between particles as well as the space inside the pores of individual 
particles. 
Hardness - resistance to permanent deformation (Diamond=10, Quartz=7, Gypsum=2)
Porosity of a porous medium (such as rock or sediment) describes how densely the material is 
packed. It is the proportion of the non-solid volume to the total volume of material.  15 cm depth 
measurement?
Cohesion-particles stick together 
Electrostatic- forces exerted by a static (i.e. unchanging) electric field upon charged objects
Magnetic- Susceptibility of Soil Particles Increases as Grain Size Decreases;  Effects of Vapor-
Deposited Nanophase Feo  are a Direct Function of Surface Area and Most  Pronounced in the 
Finest Grain Sizes; Virtually All <10 μm Particles are Easily Attracted by a Simple Hand-held 
Magnet
Thermal Conductivity- ability to conduct heat. Apollo 17 heat flow probes 2.36 m
Copper is 385 W/m-K, 3.85 W/cm-K
Compressibility is a geological term used to quantify the ability of a soil to reduce in volume with 
applied pressure 
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Sodium          0.2 %
Manganese   0.2 %
Potassium     0.1 %
Chromium     0.1 %
Nickel         300 ppm
Hydrogen   100 ppm
Carbon       100 ppm
Nitrogen       80 ppm
Copper            5 ppm
Thorium          1 ppm








Composition from Apollo mission samples at specific sites
Other
Titanium 2%????
Sodium          0.2 %
Manganese   0.2 %
Potassium     0.1 %
Chromium     0.1 %
Nickel         300 ppm
Hydrogen   100 ppm
Carbon       100 ppm
Nitrogen       80 ppm
Copper            5 ppm
Thorium          1 ppm
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Lunar Environment
Helium  (25);Neon (25);Hydrogen(23);Argon(20); 
Trace: Methane; Ammonia; Carbon Dioxide Atmosphere (%)
Galactic cosmic rays (GCR)
Solar particle events (SPE)  wind, cosmic rays 
Lunar Radiation Sources
Min -181 C (92 K) Max 111 C (384 K)Measured Surface Temps. (Apollo) 
3 x 10-13 KPa (2 x 10-12 torr) Atmospheric Pressure
27.32 Earth daysOrbital Period around earth
1.63 m/sec2Surface gravity
3.34 g/cm3Density
7.35 x 10E22 kgMass
37.8 x 106 km2Surface area
1738.1 kmEquatorial radius
Summary of radiation found on page 48 of:
Heiken, G.H., Vaniman, D.T. And French, B.M., “LUNAR SOURCEBOOK, A 
User’s Guide to the Moon,” Cambridge University Press 1991.
Estimated lunar surface temperature of 40K from Lunar Study Group in 1972 based 
on Earth-based observations and need to be updated with actual measurements on 
the Lunar surface. 
Dalton, C. and Hoffman, E. (1972) "Conceptual Design of a Lunar Colony" NASA 
Grant Rpt. NGT 44-005-114, NASA, Washington, D.C.
Shakleton Crater
Due to this almost constant illumination, the crater rim is considered a preferable 
location for a future lunar outpost.[9] The light could be converted into electricity
using solar panels. The temperature at the location is also more favorable than on
most of the surface, and does not experience the extremes along the lunar equator 
where it rises to 100 °C when the Sun is overhead, to as low as −150 °C during the 
lunar night. The continuous shadows in the south polar craters cause the floors of 








– find water or ice in lunar soil
– demonstrate the ability to produce water and hence oxygen 
and hydrogen for life support and propellants from lunar 
regolith.
• How will this be done?
– Core samples of lunar regolith heated in a Volatiles 
Characterization Oven to 150 ºC to look for water vapor or 
other volatiles.
– Hydrogen reduction process reacts hydrogen to the oxides in 
the lunar regolith to form water, which can then be split into 
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1  Sanders, Gerald B., et. al., “Regolith & Environment Science, and Oxygen & Lunar Volatile Extraction 











1 Sanders, Gerald B., et. al., “Regolith & Environment Science, and Oxygen & 
Lunar Volatile Extraction (RESOLVE)  for Robotic Lunar Polar Lander Mission,”
Lunar Interanational Conference 2005.
Lunar regolith is loaded into the crusher, goes to heating chamber for volatiles 
characterization, and hydrogen reduction process.  Off-gases from the oven pass 
through anhydrous salt bed for water capture.  Water then goes through electrolysis 
to produce oxygen and hydrogen.  For hydrogen reduction  process, hydrogen is 
supplied to the reaction chamber (oven).  Again the off-gases pass through the 
anhydrous salt bed for water capture.  Remaining gases pass through a metal 
hydride bed for hydrogen capture.  
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Seal Requirements for Volatiles Characterization 
Oven (VCO)
• Capable of -233 to 150 ºC
• Effective for 0-75 psi differentials (may be revised to 150 psid)
• Low or no out-gassing in a vacuum (lunar 10-14 atm or 7.6 x 10-12 torr)
• Leakage rate less than 0.5 cm3/min during 20 minutes processing time 
at 5 atm differential assuming H2
• Compatible with hydrogen, oxygen, water, water vapor, other volatiles
• Tolerant of vibrations up to 10g at 80-100 Hz
• Reusable up to 40 open/close cycles
– Resistant to lunar radiation environment
– Resistant to damage from lunar dust
– Material repels lunar dust or has means to remove dust from seal*
– Material flows around lunar dust trapped at seal interface*
• Light weight  Æ Small load to achieve a seal
• Inexpensive
• High reliability  Æ Low number of components
• Geometrically compatible with interface requirements
Self-explanatory
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Challenges of Sealing Hydrogen Reduction 
Reaction Chamber
• Same requirements as the volatiles characterization 
oven except:
– 900 ºC
– 3 batches processed at 900 ºC
• Initial bench testing allows the volatiles 
characterization oven to be separate from the 
hydrogen reduction chamber.
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Some Options for Sealing VCO
• O-Rings
– Metal
– Viton A -
– Teflon – cold flows around single layer of dust particle
• Tungsten Carbide Knife edge on Tungsten Carbide
– Knife is very hard and very sharp for cutting any particles 
between it and the hard flat sealing surface
• Knife edge into Indium or other soft metal that could 
be re-melted after each use to restore the “gasket”
material.
Key:  Protect sealing surface from dust !
Self-explanatory
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This is a cross sectioned view of a concept design being considered for the Volatiles 
Characterization Oven. The yellow oven rotates relative to the brown lid to the fill 
opening for loading regolith into the oven.  Heating of the regolith occurs in the 
position shown in this chart.  To dump the regolith the yellow oven and brown lid 
rotate ~180 degrees to the right and the yellow container rotates to align with the fill 
opening.  Some type of o-ring would ride in the seal groove.  The o-ring would be 
subject to sliding motion. The lid would shield the o-ring during the fill operation.  
However, it may still  be necessary to provide a means to provide a wiper to clear 
any dust that may fall onto the o-ring as it slides past the fill opening.
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Summary
• Lunar dust poses a challenge to long term missions 
on the moon.
• Assessment of material capabilities in the lunar 
environment is needed.
• Protecting and/or cleaning sealing surfaces of lunar 
dust must be addressed for re-usable seals.
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